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Carier, Reagan
Head For Debate

•

By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer
The details are still to be worked out,
hut it appears certain now that President Carter and Ronald Reagan will
debate, head-on, shortly before the
election.
Both agreed Friday to a proposal by
the League of Women Voters for one-onone debate after the league decided that
independent candidate John B. Anderson had fallen so severely in the polls
that he was no longer a serious candidate.
Robert Teeter. a Republican pollster,
said the debate could decide the election.
"Both of them ( Carter and Reagan)
recognize that the high-risk, highpay off strategy is the debate," Teeter s
said in a speech to the Ohio Manufacturers Association. .
''They're going to have 70 million to
80 million people watching and if you
come out of the debate successfully that
would win the election, because the
potential for making a mistake in the
debate would set you into a slide that
'
you aught not recover from,'
.Anderson,campaigning in California,
complained bitterly that it was unfair to
exclude him. "It is a simple matter of
equity, a simple matter of fairness." he
said.
Representatives of Carter and
Reagan will meet Monday to agree on a
date and a format
The league suggested Oct. 28 — a
week before the nation votes — as the
date and Cleveland as the site.
The debate between Carter and
Reagan will be only the second between
the Democratic and Republican candidates for president since John F. Kennedy and RichardM. Nixon squared off
four times in 1960. Carter and President
Gerald Ford debated in the 1976 campaign.
Tacticians for both Reagan and
Carter apparently decided that their
campaigns would be enhanced by a
debate.
On Sept. 26, Reagan adviser James
H. Baker H said Reagan would debate
if his camp decided a debate would
help. -Well keep an eye on the polls,"
he said then, and keep that tactical option open.
Reagan's aides have been concerned
in recent days about evidence that
Reagan's campaign had leveled off,
leaving Carter plenty of time to catch
Reagan — who still leads in the polls --

and win the election.
They wanted Reagan to go into the
final weeks of the campaign with a
strong lead in the polls on the grounds
that the incumbent generally picks up
strength in the closing days of a campaign.
Reagan debated Anderson last month
in Baltimore and said he would not
meet Carter one-on-one until Carter,
Anderson and Reagan all debated
together.
The Californian said he would still
prefer a three-way forum, but said he
would leave to Carter's conscience
"and the judgment of the American
people whether Mr. Carter should meet
Mr. Anderson."

CAREER DAY PLANNED — The Murray Rotary Club will sponsor "Career
Day" Wednesday, Oct. 22 at Murray High School. Committee members.
Jim Pickens (left) and Dr. Rob Williams are going over details for the event.
Also on the committee is Tommy Brown, Career Day will give MHS seniors
an opportunity to hear explanations of opportunities in various fields.
Career Day is being planned at Calloway High for the Spring of 1981.
Starr Photo By Malt Sanders

Brown Claims Coal Production
Would Suffer In Reagan Election
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP) — Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. claims that Appalachian
coal production and the synthetic fuels
program would suffer if Republican
Ronald Reagan is elected president.
Brown told the annual meeting of the
Kentucky Coal Association Friday that
"You all are blind if you don't help
reelect Jimmy Carte?, If Ronald
Reagan is president, you know good
and well he's going to go to western
United States)coal development."
Carter is committed to coal production more than any of his predecessors,
Brown said, "and if you don't see that,

Prime Minister Rajai
Accuses U.S. Of Plot
UNITED NATIONS ( AP) — Iranian
Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Ftajai
accused the United States of plotting
Iraq's attack on Iran, which he compared to actions by Hitler's armies, in
an attempt to set up "a new Israel" in
the Mideast and gain freedom for the
American hostages.
Replying to Rajai's speech Friday to
the U.N. Security Council, U.S. Arnbassador Donald McHenry denied the
Iranian's charges, calling them "unfounded and untrue."

you're going to lose it."
candidates — Democratic incumbent
The'questionof Carter's competence --Wendell Ford and Republican Mat'y
has been a major issue in Reagan camLouise Foust. paign, but Brown called the president
Miss Foust, a former state auditor,
an "honest, well-meaning" man who
criticized the U.S. Department of
"has to have the handcuffs ( of
Energy as a federal monster that has
bureaucracy) off to do the job."
spent billions of dollars but "has not
He cited the administration's comgenerated one unit of energy."
mitment to a syntheticfuels Program
She said she advocated "limited
and said Reagan was opposed to the
restrainti.•• On the mining of coal amid on
idea.
the railroads that carry it to market.
"He Reagan ) wants the government
She also said coal mining should be
to stay out of synfuels, but there's no
regulated tiy. the states instead of,the
way the government can stay out
federal government. because there's no.business in the world
Miss Foust also called for a balanced
that's going to invest $3 billion in a
federal budget and changes in tax laws
flier," Brown said.
to allow industries to depreciate equipBoth Reagan and first lady Rosalynn
ment according to replacement costs
Carter are scheduled to campaign in
instead of purchase prices.
Kentucky next week.
On national defense, Miss Foust said
Reagan is slated to speak in northern
foreign confidence in the United States
Kentucky and in Louisville, and to take
"has been eroding" while the Soviet
a ride on the sternwheel steamboat allkilitary has been growing stronger.
Belle of Louisville on the Ohio River
"There is an arms race, but only the
with campaign workers and a group of
Soviets are racing," she said, adding
children from around the state.
she opposed the Strategic Arms LimitaHis state campaign headquarters antion Treaty "in its present form."
nounced Friday that Reagan would
Ford said he saw "a ray of hope" in
stay overnight in Louisville as originalthe war between Iran and Iraq.
ly planned, instead of leaving Monday
Because the world's oil supply may
night for Ohio.
have been endangered, Ford said, the
Rosalynn Carter is slated to speak at
subject of increased coal production is
a Democratic rally at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
being more seriously considered in
Ashland.
Washington.
Also speaking Friday at the coal conHe said he hoped the oil backout bill
senatorial
two
Kentucky's
ference were
he sponsored would pass before
Christmas. The measure would require
most oil-burning utilities to convert to
coal.
"I believe the coal industry will produce the second industrial revolution in
this country," Ford said.

Iraq Says It Crushed Iran's Efforts
To -Break Siege Of Abadan,Port
By STEVE K. HINDY
Associated Press Writer
BASRA, Iraq (API — Iraq said today
it had crushed Iran's '-desperate attempts" to break a siege of the oil refining city of Abadan and the neighboring
port of Khorramshahr, killing 52 Iranian troops and taking 17 prisoners. It
said 16 Iraqis died in the fighting.
The Iraqi command in Baghdad said
its forces downed three enemy jets over
the middle sector of the 300-milelong
battlefront and captured a gunboat in a
sea battle at the mouth of the Shatt elArab waterway.
The Iraqi communique said another
Iranian gunboat was knocked out along
with a tugboat.
Iran reported street battles tapered
off in Khorramshahr but maintained
that Iranian forces recaptured the main
supply highways of the two beleaguered
cities and held them open.
Meanwhile, Pakistan's President,
Gen. Mohammed Zia ulHaq, appealed
directly to the two Persian Gulf warring nations for a five-day cease-five to
observe the Moslem Hajj, or
pilgrimage season, which begins Sunday.
Zia also urged Syrian President
Hatez Assad and Algerian President
Chadli Benjedid to use their good offices with the Iranian regime to accept
the limited standdown.
On rrIday, Iraq said Abadan's
citizens were surrendering and acc-?sed
President Carter of siding with Iran.
But Iran said It was driving the Iraqis
back from Abadan and Khorramshahr
and told the U.N. Security Council it

would never surrender to what it called
a U.S. and Soviet-backed invasion.
'A large number of citizens from theIranian-besieged city of Abadan have
given themselves up to the Iraqi armed
forces in accordance with the Iraqi
forces' appeal," the official Iraqi News
Agency said Friday night as the war
between the Persian Gulf oil giants
went into its 27th day.
It added that "Iraqi artillery was
pounding the Persian enemy positions
in Abadan and along the southern sector, inflicting heavy casualties and
destroying equipment..."
Al Thawra, the newspaper of Iraq's
ruling Baath Socialist Party, said
Carter's statement that the United
States was against any effort to
dismember a country by invasion
reflected the first sign of a U.S. tilt
toward Iran.
"Now Carter is rudely criticizing
revolutionary Iraq and openly siding
with the Iran of ( Ayatollah Ruhollah I
Khomeini and President Abolhassan
BaniSadr."
But Iranian Prime Minister Mohammad All Rajai told the Vcurity Council
in New York that the Carter administration and the Kremlin were
aiding Iraq in hopes of toppling the Khomeini regime.
He implied the Americans thought
Sifts might lead to freedom for the 52
Americans taken hostage in Iran 950
days ago, but said Iran would never
give up until the Iraqis were "conquered and punished."
He also said the reason four special
U.S. spy planes were sent to Saudi
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Arabia was to observe "the movement
of Iranian troops and pass all information to Iraq," a charge denied by U.S.
Ambassador Donald F. McHenry.
Iran's Pars news agency said Friday
that Iranian forces drove the Iraqi invaders out of the embattled oil cities of
Abadan and Khorramshahr on the
disputed Shatt al-Arab estuary across
from Basra.
The Iraqis just 24 hours'earlier announced their forces had shot their way
to the outskirts of the cities, capturing
the highways and isolating the important centers from the Iranian interior.
"Iraqi troops are now abandoning
their positions one after the other in a
state of defeat and disgrace, leaving
behind arms and ammunition," Pars
claimed.
Iranian planes, meanwhile, bombed a
column of Iraqi reservists advancing on
Khorramshahr,Pars said.
The Arab Iraqis and the Persian Iranians have been battling for centuries
over border land, and just before the
war broke the Baghdad regime
abrogated a 1975 treaty with Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi that put the
border down the middle of the Shatt alArab.
Khomeini's revolution ousted the
shah 20 months ago, and the monarch
died of cancer in Egypt July 27. A
spokesman for the family announced
Friday in Cairo that Reza Pahlavi will
succeed his late father as the Shah of
Iran on Oct. 31 and send a message
from exile to the people of his
homeland.

Dr. Charles W. Byers, professor of
agricultural education at the University of Kentucky, has been named the
Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus of
the Year for 1980 by the Agriculture
Alumni Association of Murray State
University.
A 1963 graduate of Murray State and
a native of Calloway County, Byers has
been a member of the UK faculty 14
years. He was graduated from Murray
Training School in 1959.
His selection makes him the 111th
Murray State agriculture alumnus to be
awarded the honor. He was recognized
at the annual association dinner
meeting on Homecoming Eve Friday at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord here. .
Michael E. McKinney, county exten4agent
1
sion coordinator and agricu1turt/
in Fountain County, Ind., who was the
recipient in 1979, presented Byers to the
gathering.
Other past winners have been:
Ramp Brooks, Murray, 1978; Charles
L. Eldridge, assistant dean of admissions at Murray State, 1977; Roy E.
Skinner of the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association in Mayfield,
1976; Dr. Joe H. Jones,Southern Illinois
University faculty, 1975; Dr. Charles
Chaney, interim chairman of the
Department of Agriculture at Murray
State, 1974; Dr. Lowell E. Wilson,
Auburn University faculty, 1973.
Charles Magness, president of the
-- Jackson Purchase. Production Credit
Association in Mayfield, 1972; Charles
M. Moon, Fulton County; 1971; Joe
Dick, Murray, 1970; Pr. Walter Woods,
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.,
1969; State Sen. Pat M. McCuiston,
Pembroke, 1968; William Ralph Alexander, Sturgis, 1967; James L. Pryor,
"Mayfield, 1966; and Mancil J. Vinson,
director of alumni affairs at Murray
State, 1965.
Recipients of two $200 A. CarmanMSU Agriculture Alumni Scholarships
for 1980-81 were introduced at the
meeting. They are: Keith A. Junker of
Hopkinsville Route 4, a 1980 graduate of
Christian County High School; and
Tanya Verae Travis of Marion Route 1,
a 1980 graduate of Crittenden County
High School. Both are freshman
agriculture majors.
Byers, who earned the M.S. degree at
UK and the Ph.D degree at The Ohio
State University, taught vocational
agriculture at Lowes High School in
Graves County two years before he was
awarded the first graduate assistantship in agriculture education at UK.
His Future Farmers of America
chapter at Lowes had the state champion livestock judging team and then

Dr.Charles W.Byers
earned a gold emblem rating at the national level.
.Among a number of awards Byers
has received at UK are the Great
Teacher Award of the UK Alumni
Association, the Master Teacher Award
of the College of Agriculture, and an
Exceptional Performance Award eight
of the last 10 years. Approximately 6
• percent of the faculty are presented an
Exceptional Performance Award each
year.
Byers is the immediate past president of the 1,900-member Kentucky
Vocational Association. He has also
served as president of the Southern
Agricultural Education Conference,
which is made up of 13Southern States.
His campus activities at UK include
two terms in the UK Senate. He has also
served on numerous committees at the
departmental, collegiate, university,
and national levels.
In addition to several articles
published in professional journals,
Byers has written a book entitled
"Handbook on Vocational Student
Organizations," which is scheduled for
release in early 1981. He was also
selected by his peers to contribute one
of 15 chapters in the American Association of Teacher Educators in
Agriculture book entitled "Teacher
Education in Agriculture," also
scheduled to be published in 1981.
Byers is married to the former Nancy
Lovins of Calloway County, who earned
the B.S. degree in home economics at
Murray State. They have a daughter,
Melanie,and a son, Keith, both students
at Tates Creek Junior High School in
Lexington.
He is the son of Lorene Byers and the
late Rex Byers of Calloway County,

May Negate April Rate Increase

TVA Ends Year With Surplus
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API— The
Tennessee Valley Authority ended the
fiscal year with a surplus, which may
negate part of an anticipated April rate
increase, Chairman S. David Freeman
said.
TVA Power Manager Hugh Parris
said Friday that higher than expected
electricity sales in July through
September gave TVA a $57 million
surplus for the 1979-80 fiscal year ending Sept. 30.
The seven-state government utility
used a $163 million suprlus at the end of
the 1978-79 fiscal year to defer for six
months a 10.8 percent rate increase. Officials said, however, the latest surplu.s
will have no effect on a 13 percent rate
increase that took effect Oct. 2
The TVA board has talked about
another rate'hike of 10 to 13 percent in

Planning Commission
Will Meet Tuesday
The Murray Planning Commission
"'°"t at 7 p.m. Tuesday. Oct. 21 at
City Hall.
Items on the agenda include a review
of the Engleside Subdivision located at
18th and Wiswell Roai and a recommendation on the acceptance of streets
in Northwood Subdivision.

.ser.ey

the explosion three weeks ago that has
shut down half the giant Cumberland
coal-fired plant near Clarksville or further delays in operation of the Sequoyah nuclear plant near Chattanooga.

April, but Freeman said the bright
revenue picture may mean the increase
will not be that high.
Parris said the financial gains could
be eliminated by an extremely harsh
winter or unexpected problems, such as

inside today
The Murray High Tigers beat the Calloway County Lakers 21-8 in a
crosstown rivalry Friday night. The game story is on Page 6,
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Considerable cloudiness this
morning becoming mostly sunny
this afternoon and cooler today.
Highs in the low 70s. Clear and
much cooler tonight with locally
dense fog likely. The lows in the
low 40s. Sunny and cool Sunday
with highs in the mid and upper
60s. Winds will be westerly at less
than 10 mph today, tonight and
Samday.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Extended forecast for Kentucky Monday through Wednesday: Mostly sunny cool days and
mostly clear cool nights.
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Coming Events Of The Community-

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 19, IMO
What kind of day will tomor- and-now. Loved ones demand
row be' To find glizt what the attention in the p.m.
stars say, read the forecast CANCER
given for your birth Sign
(June 21 to July 221
Consult with family before
parting with joint assets.
ARIES
Don't let anger or irritability
Mar. 21 to Apr: 19)
Despite a change of plans, interfere with sleep. Remain
social life works out to your calm.
advantage. Watch a tendency LEO
4g
to be self-absorbed in the p.m. 1July 23 to Aug. 221
TAURUS
A planned entertainment
i Apr. 20 to May •201 tidW may prove niore costly than
.You're anxious for success anticipated. A 'partner could
but may go about it in the be extravagant. Don't argue
wrong way. Nix mixing about sex.
business with pleasure. Watch VIRGO
P
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "
arguments with friends.
You may not get as much
GEMINI
accomplished as you'd like,
May 21 to June 201
Excitement about a distant though a work project does
you have profit potential. Avoid
makes
matter
discontented with the here- domestic disputes later.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -.
Bargain MatineesDating will be fun, but
Sat. S, Sun. 2'OOwatch expeditures. Evening
finds you in need of rest, and
consequently you may be easily irritated.
All Seats $1.50
SCORPIO
i Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 111/AV.
Peace of mind at home base
despite friends who may
tan 1,
11 11%4'
linger-too long. Going out for
fun later may be costly in the
PIM VI I
III J%9I
„
end.
SAGITFARIUS
( Nov. to Dec. 211
Leave business out of talks
with friends. Enjoy people as
they are and not for what they
can do for you. Keep peace at
home.
‘111155
CAPRICORN
eUr
1100,
DAsGEMIILD
Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Caddyshack
You're right'to feel hopeful
about a career venture. Still
you must watch spending.'
Don't rehash old problems.
I . SiaiT
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
High-minded pursuits bring
the most satisfaction. Day
may bring extra expenses and
a tendency to complain about
them. ,
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Don't let interruptions get to
you while you seek tranquility.
Chevy Chase • Smajl
An adult tall
If overtired, you're liable to be
cranky.

GC)

1140-

.n.

ICivuIt

.•

n

111.1Sat ,S1111

,

Chestnut St•7S3-3314

late Shows Torate
Cheri I 11_1J
14
Clockwork Orange (It)
Cheri 2- 11 30

The school where the
students rule! ,
•
AUCIV
..•11;

'High
• ••••

--

Cheri 3-11 40
Adult Entertainment
18 or over only
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Saturday,Oct. 18
Special day for Calloway
Athletic Boosters will be held
at Burger Queen with 10 per
cent of profits going to the
group.

Moaday,Oet.II
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet with Helen Cole at I
p.m.

Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Events at Land Between the at 7:30 p.m at the club house
Likes will include Quilting with the program to be on
Bee at 1 p.ni. at The ''Child Abuse.''
Homeplace-1850, and Solstice
Calloway County Associaat 8 p.m. at the Golden Pond
Visitors Center Theater.
tion for Retarded Citizens will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Special
Square and round dancing is
Education Building, Murray
scheduled at 7:30 p.m, at the
State University.
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Front Porch Swing will
Ham Breakfast by the Mur- meet at 7 p.m. at the library of
ray High Band Boosters will the First Christian Chuch.
be served from 6 till 9 a.m, at
Bluegrass State CB Club
the Middle School cafeteria.
Ham and biscuits, coffee, and will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Joe's
hot chocolate will also be sold Family Restaurant
during the homecoming
Calloway Athletic Boosters
parade.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Meeting of P. E. 0. library of Calloway County
Sisterhood for today is High School.
cancelled.
Betty Sledd Group of First
Homecoming dance will be
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Baptist Church will meet at 9
Murray Country Club with a.m. with Mrs. Tim Scruggs.
Messrs and Mesdames David
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Travis, Steve Newton,
Richard Crouch, Allen Moffitt, and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
and Mike Baker in charge.
hall.
Homecoming events at MurSingles Unlimited will meet
ray State University will include Vivace Club Breakfast at Deanean's at Holiday Inn at
at 7:30 a.m. and football 7 p.m.
breakfast at 8 a.m., both at
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Winslow Cafeteria; parade
starting at 9:30 a.m.; baseball 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
game at Reagan Field at 10:15 North Seventh and Olive
a.m.; basketball look at Racer Streets.
Arena at 10:45 a.m.;
Murray Civic Music
smorgasbord at Beshear gym Association will present Anfrom 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.; thony and Joseph Patore in a
football game at Stewart duo-pianist concert at 8:15
Stadium at 2 p.m.; reception p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
at Oakhurst after the game; Murray State University.
dances at Stewart Stadium
and Beshear Gym.
Keith Spears, Jr., watercolorist from Louiville, will
Alpha ()Micron Pi brunch
conduct workshops at 9 a.m.
will be held about 11 a.m.,
and 1 p.m. in Room 535 at the
following the homecoming
Fine Arts Center, and will lecparade, at Swarm Hall Sororiture in Room 423 of the Center
ty Suite, Murray State. All colat 8 p.m.
legiate and alumnae members
are invited.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
quilts
homemade
Display of
the Hazel Center with lunch at
will continue from 10 a.m. to 4
11:45 a.m.
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.

YOU BORN TODAY are
Special events will be held
reform-minded and anxious to
make a contribution to throughout the day and evensociety's betterment. You also ing for the Aurora Country
have business acumen,though Festival at Aurora. This will
you may be more inclined to include arts and crafts fair,
the professions. Law, demonstrations, pony pull, anmedecine, politics, religion, tique car parade, games, and
literature and music are some entertainment.
of the fields in which you'd
Bob Weiner, Gainesville,
find happiness. You are independent but inclined to Fla., will speak at the
Maranatha Christian Center
public service.
at 7 p.m. This is free and open
to the public.
Join Kermit the Frog in bringing health and happiness to
many of the world's neediest
children •by- supporting
UNICEF, the United Nations
Children's Fund. The 1980 National UNICEF Day campaign
is chaired by Kermit who has.
pledged his support in making
great leaps for the world's
hungry children. UNICEF's
funds come entirely from contributions, large and small,
from individuals and governments around the world.
Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha of Murray High School are sponsoring the annual Trick or Treat
Tor UNICEF oa Monday, Oct.
20, starting at 6 p.m.

Fish'n
Chips
2for $399

Alcoholic Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Quilting
Bee at 1 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Fantastic
Fotograms from 1 to 3 p.m.
and Fall Photo Session from 3
to 4 p.m. at Center Station.
Euple Ward of Need Line
will speak at 7:30 p.m. at the
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene.
Sunday,Oct. 19
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hester of
Kirksey Route 1 will be
honored on their 25th wedding
anniversary with a reception
at the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank from 2 to 4 p.m.
Display of quilts will be
from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Murray
Art Guild.
First annual City-County
Baseball Game for the
Humane Society of Calloway
County will be held at 2 p.m. at
the park.
Aurora Country Festival
will continue at Aurora today.
Annual Kentucky Music
Teachers Convention will open
today at Murray State University.

fth

-•

.
With Each Fish 'n Chips you get
• 3 Delicious Ash Fillets
'Golden Brown French Fries
•2Southern-Style Hush Puppies
• SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY

Captain D's.

Youth Group of First Christian Chuch will collect for
UNICEF in Kingswood Subdivision at 5 p.m.
Special program and film on
"Aged and Aging" by Dr.
Julia Lovins will be from 5:45
to 7 p.m. at the library of the
First Christian Church.
Homecoming chili scramble
will be at 1 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Club.
Kirksey 'United -Methodist
Church Men will meet for
breakfast at 7 a.m. at the
church with the Rev. Bob
Farless as speaker.

'Tuesday,Oct. 21
Murray TOPS I take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
Senior Citizens will meet
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Hazel and Douglas Centers,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Ellis Center, and at 9:30 a.m.
at the Dexter Center.
Optimist Club will meet at 6
p.m, at the Boston Tea Party.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 435".
4385,
Golden Age Club will meet
at 11:30 a.m, at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church.
Senior Adult Fellowship of
First Baptist Church will meet
at 11 a.m, at the church to go
to the Cameron House at Cadiz
for lunch. '

Douglas Center will be (lien
from 10-a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Need Line Board of Directors will meet at 12 noon at
Paglrai's with Don Brock,
chairman of the Case Work
Conference for Calloway
County,to be a guest.
Tuesday',Oct. 21
Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will have a tacky party at the
home of Carolyn Carroll.

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

10-11-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hays, baby boy (Kathy),805
Vine, Murray.
Alton, baby girl- (Jill), D3
Coach Estates, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Cecil A. Maddox, 132 Royal
Ridge, Fulton; Tracy D.
Elkins, 108 Pennsylvania,
Paris, Tenn.; Myron D.
Vanleer, Hart Hall, Murray;
Mrs. Darlene H. Workman;
Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Judy F.
Johns, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Everett L. Miles, 1612
Parklano, Murray; Wendell
V. Steele, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Marie A. Miller, Rt. 3, Murray; Rexie W. Jackson, Rt. I,
Hardin; Mrs. Beverly A. Terrell, 1430 Sherwood Hills,
Union City, Tenn.
Mrs. Virginia L. Taylor,
New Concord; Mrs. Obera
Brown, Rt. 1, Almo; 011ie C.
Smotherman, 1416 Vine, Murray; Mrs. Silvia M. Watson,
Rt. 1, Clinton; Mrs. Estelle
McKinney,Rt. 1, Dexter.
Mrs. Mertie Knight, 505
North Fourth Street, Murray;
Herbert H. Covey, 604 Vine,
Murray; Mrs. Ida M. Harris,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Stoney I,.
Raspberry, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Maude M. Seaford, 409
North Fourth, Murray.

THE

--Engagement Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Rogers
of Owensboro announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Tina, to Greg Byars, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Byars of
Hazel.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. J. J. liogers,
Fredonia, and the late Judge
Rogers, and of Mrs. Mae
Stewart, Princeton.
Miss Rogers is a graduate of
Owensboro Senior High
School, and graduated with a
Bachelor of Science degree
from Murray State University
in May of 1980 where she was a
member of Kappa Delta
Sorority.
The groom-elect's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Arlos Byars of Hazel; and T.
G. Curd, Sr., of New Concord
and the late Tharalee Curd.
He is a graduate of Calloway
County High School and is a
December 1980 candidate for
the Bachelor of Science
degree from Murray State
University where he is president of the Kappa Alpha
Order.
The wedding will be held
Saturday, Dec. 27, at the Third
Baptist Church, Owensboro.

-w

his.', Tina li()gerN
1
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SPUN_ NEWS

ACESTRA G. CORN, JR

"The idle man does not
know what it is to enjoy
rest." -- John Lubbock.

•5 3
•A 10 9 8 2

•Q 10 9 2

4J fi 4 3

SOUTH
•K 10 8 7 6
•A 7 4 2
•6
4Q 7 5

There was no time for
rest in the play of today's
exacting game. It was
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer'
played in the zonal Grand
North. The bidding:
National finals where I was
fortunate enough to find my
West
South
North East
way to 10 tricks and help
Pass
1.
1•
Pass
my team to victory.
3 411
2
Pass
Pass
North reversed to two 4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
hearts (a one-round force)
Opening lead: Diamond five
and when my heart raise
confirmed a five card spade
suit, North jumped directly
to game (with 4-4 in the away and West was held to
majors, it is proper to one more trump trick
Bad breaks don't guaranrespond one heart).
The layout was a tricky tee bad results It's not preone. Had everything broken paring for them that does us
nicely, 10 tricks would have all in
been easy. With the actual
layout, it would have been
Bid with Corn
easy to lose two spades, a
heart and a club.
10-18-13
Not accustomed to con- South holds
venient suit breaks. I pro•K 10 8 7 6
ceeded carefully as follows:
•A 7 4 2
The diamond ace was won
•• fi
in dummy and dummy's
Q75
club king was surrendered
to West's ace. West led North South
i•
to 14
diamond
another
^
I NT
dummy's king, and I threw a
ANSWER: Two hearts
heart from my hand.
Dummy's spade ace was Should play in a suit and
may well have a heart
North
cashed and, when East's
suit he couldn't afford to bid
jack fell, my fears of a bad
trump break were strength- (the reverse).
ened.
Send bridge questions to The Aces
I cashed the king and ace "P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
of hearts and then threw
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
dummy's last heart on the
club queen. My last club
was ruffed in dummy and a
A full half of all deaths in
diamond was ruffed and
many developing nations ocoverruffed by West.
cur among children between
But now West was out of
the ages of Sand 11. UNICEF,
safe leads. He couldn't lead
the United Nations Children's
a trump without losing his
Fund, is helping to lower this
trump trick, so he had to
frightening statistic through
lead a club. Dummy ruffed
whit. mY last heart went , promoting better health and
education for millions of the
NORTH
10-18-A
world's neediest children.
Proceeds from the Trick or
•A 5 4
Treat for UNICEF, to be held
•K 10 3
*Monday, Oct. 20, starting at 6
•AK3874
•K •
p.m., will help supply food.
medicine and educational
WEST
EAST
materials to children around
•J
•Q 9 3 2
the world who need our help.

10-12-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hocking, baby boy (Mary),
819 South Ninth, Murray.
Sanders, baby girl (Keh),
Rt. 1, New Concord.
Morris, baby boy ( Valerie),
800 North 18th, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sandra G. Fulton, 220
South 13th, Murray; Mrs.
Ruth Ann Bowker, Rt, 8, Murray; Mrs. Eleanor Kendall
Holmes, 1622 W. Olive, Murray; Anitra Kay Murray, Rt.

Charles W. Hammer, Rt. 7,
Murray; Robert L. Hargrove,
Rt, 2, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Sara
A. Baker, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Lora Harris, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Ruby A. Taylor, 105 Norman,Fulton.
Joseph V. Palerino, New
William. W.
Concord;
Holbrook, Sr., Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Euple Mathis, Rt, 1,
Almo; Robert Lovins, Fern
Terrace, Murray.-
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FREE
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PROBLEM SKIN
If you have acne, trying to
cover it up with heavy pancake makeup is likely to make
your skin worse. Instead, use
a water-based foundation with
light coverage designed for oily skin. Some have powder
already mixed in for a poreminimizing effect. Apply a second coat over broken out
areas. Fluff on loose powder
with a cotton ball. You can
,throw it away to avoid the
bacteria buildup that can occur on a puff.

DAYS: FRI., SAT., SUN.
DATES: OCT. 17, 18 & 19
HOURS: FRI. & SAT. 11-7; SUN. 1-5

(Murray,KY)
Tickets: $8.50 ft $7.50

CENTRAL SHOPPING CTR

0111 Seats Reserved/
rockets on Sale Now) at the they Center, Chuck• Music
Center, World of Sound, Sunset Blvd Music, Sun Audio
(Paducah), Risley it Julian Audio IPaducehl, Mr. J'• Men.,
Clothing(Mayfield ts Benton), Et Sound Shop Illopkinsvele).

SPECIAL

7:.-R INFORMATION CALL:502-742-e?.:1

WM OILY

Mad Orders Filled Promptly finii sending cash14••• check-en.
money order to Student Gov t Office, P 0 Boo 3094, Univ
Station, Murray, KY 42071 Enclose seff addressed,•ternped
envelope

CHILDREN 24 MONTHS IL UNDER
NO DEPOSIT WHEN PHOTOGRAPHED
$1095 ON DELIVERY

ANEW

•
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Murray Business News Briefs

ced

Partners Going Into Slide
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK(AP) — Just as
the U.S. economy seems to be
rising from a steep drop of
earlier this year, its major industrial trading partners are
going into their own economic

Jack Havne and Shelton Jones of Cypress Bay Resort.

.LT0

Cypress Bay Resort Is
Evinrude Motor Dealer

urray.
W. Hammer, Rt. 7,
ray; Robert L. Hargrove,
,Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Sara
;aker, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Harris, Rt. 2, Hazel;
. Ruby A. Taylor, 105 NorFulton.
lades

Cypress Bay Resort, owned
by Sheldon Jones and located
at the Jones Brothers Marina
near Paris Landing, Tenn.,
has become a complete dealer
of Evinrude motors.
Featured at the resort are
7s horsepower models
through 90 horsepower. Jones
said the resort soon will carry
up through 115 horsepower.
"I feel that Evinrude is the
finest company to be
associated," Jones said.,
In addition to the motor
dealership, Jones said full service work also will be
available on all Evinrude,
Johnson and OMC stern-drive
motors in a 2,000 square-foot
work facility. Jones added he
has equipment to pull any type
of boat out of the water.
Also available at Cypress
Bay are Stinger bass boats.
Boats can be seen in a five
boat capacity showroom.
Cypress Bay also rents all
types of ski boats, pontoons

iseph V. Palerino, New
icord; William. W.
brook, Sr., Rt. 5, Murray;
;. Euple Mathis, Rt. 1,
10; Robert Lovins, Fern
race, Murray.

PES

and houseboats. On the
floating dock is a limited
grocery store, tackle and
parts store.
For further information
about any of the services offered at Cypress Bay, call
(902) 232-8221.

Vitamin A capsules, taken
twice a year at a total cost of 2
cents, can prevent a tragic
type of hlindnegs.that afflicts
up to 250,000 children a year in
Asia alone.
A UNICEF Day Trick or
Treat, sponsored by Hi-Y and
Tr -Alpha of Murray High
School will be held Monday,
Oct. 20, throughout Murray
starting at 6 p.m. Proceeds
from the event will help
UNICEF promote proper
nutrition and balanced diets
through training and planting
of community vegetable
gardens in developing nations.

While a widespread European recession is not yet at
hand, a number of reports
recently indicate weakening
economic conditions in major
Common Market countries
and in Japan.
The effect of such an
ecaKomic see-saw may be to
moderate the U.S. recovery
and economic growth next,
year.
On the other hand,
economists say, the fact that
the major foreign industrial
countries did not experience a
recession earlier this year
when the U.S. economy took a
ttunble, may-have helped save
the United States from experiencing a more severe
recession than it did.
A worldwide slump did occur in the 1974 recession, when
the Arab oil embargo sent
shock waves through all of the
major industrialized countries. That recession was the
most severe in the post World
War II era. The sudden and
rapid increase in oil prices
was a'major reason, of course.
But international trade also
dropped because all industrialized economies contracted simultaneously.
So far this year, the U.S.
balance of trade has been improving as it imported less
and exported more because of
the slower sales in its
domestic market.
The possibility of another

Douglas C. Lance, Jr., Certified Hotel Administrator,
has been honored at the 50th
Annual Meeting of the Ken-
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lions, the opposite seems to be
occurring. Rutgers University
Center for International
Business Cycle Research in'
Newark, N.J., compiles a
monthly leading-indicator index for West Germany,Japan,
Britain, Italy, France and
Canada. Its latest index for
July, released this past week,
showed a two-point drop from
its high for the year, 167,
which occurred last March.
.:Che index measures changes
against a 1970 base of 100.
Also during this past week,
government reports showed
continued improvement in
some sectors of the economy.
For having achieved S3 million retail finance sales, Trucks-T
railers-Buses Inc. has
Industrial production in
been presented International Harvester Credit Corporation's
1979 President's Award.
September was up 1 percent —
The presentation was made by A. C. Duncan Regional Finance
Manager(second from
the second monthly increase
right) to James Harmon, Ben Nix (right) and Jack Foley (left).
Absent from the picture
in a row and the largest since
was sales manager Don McCord of 11111, who was transacting
a sale in Grand Island,
May 1979.
Nebraska. Others pictured (from left) are,,W.R. Edwards, IHCC Area
Manager, and Jim
A separate report showed
Story, a Calloway County native, who is manager of retail finance
for the Memphis
wages and other sources of
region.
personal income rose by $19.8
billion, or 0.9 percent, in
September after a boost of 0.7
percent the month before

Jimmy Futrell Appointed
To Management Post
Jimmy Futrell, 410 South
8th Street, Murray, was
recently appointed to a field
management position by the
Conklin Company of Minneapolis, Minn.
Futrell was awarded the
position of group manager by
Conklin for htx promotion of
the Conklin product line, as
well as for his ability to promote other Conklin franchises
in the area.
Futrell and his brother, Bob,

Douglas Lance Honored
At Hotel Association

WE'LLCOVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.

AGE

worldwide recession still exists and it is not universally
agreed that the U.S. economy
is out of its slump yet. But. the
consensus of economists
seems to be that the country is
in for a prolonged period of
slow growth, which represents
a very sluggish recovery but is
technically not in the recession phase of the business cycle.
Figures released by the
Commerce Department this
past week support that theory.
After dropping by a huge 9.6
percent in the second quarter
of the year, inflation-adjusted
gross national product rose at
a 1 percent annual rate in the
JulyAugust period.
Generally economists speak
of recessions as times when
GNP, or output of goods and
services, is actually dropping
from previous production
levels. And the latest report
shows growth, although it is
very slight growth.
In Europe, with some excep-

tins and made a Duke of
Paducah by Mayor John
Penrod.
Lance has been active in
local and state hospitality and
tourism activities, he presently serves as Vice-Chairman of
the Murray Tourist Commission, Vice-President of the
Kentucky Hotel & Motel
Association, and was Chairman of the 1980 Annual
Meeting. He is a graduate of
Murray State University and
is Kentucky's only Certified
Hotel Administrator as
designated by the Educational
Institute of the American
Hotel and Motel Association.
Lance, his wife Vickie
Copeland, and three children
reside at 1704 Holiday Drive,
Murray.

have been responsible for promating the product, Rapid
Roof in, the Murray. area.
Rapid Roof is an acrylic latex
roof coating which is designed
to stop leaks.
Not only was Futrell recently appointed group manager,
but in-hisfirst month as-group
manager, he was awarded
group.manager of the month
for being the top manager in
the Kentucky Conklin area,
which includes 150 other people. He was given this honor
for his sales and recruiting.
Futrell has distributors in
Texas and Kentucky.
Both Futrells are the sons of
Mr. and Mrs. James Futrell of
Murray.
Again, congratulations to
Jimmy Futrell for his
outstanding work in promoting Conklin products in the
Murray area.

Murray Rental and Sales
Center, formerly Murray
Lawn and Garden Center, has
gone into the rental business.
Larry Hurt, owner, has purchased Hinman's Rentals.
"We're going to continue to
sell the same high quality
lawn and garden equipment,
such as John Deere and Snap-

NO LIMIT
Douglas C. Lance,Jr.

ALL AGES
FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

....uhrodury
rtPIMPPR romommann

Ross Insurance
210 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493

lucky Hotel and Motel
Association held at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park Oct.
9-11.
Lance, a member of the
Board of Directors of the KH &
MA for the past three years,
was honored by the Association and presented with a
Distinguished Service Award.
He was also commissioned a
Kentucky Colonel by IA.
Governor Martha Layne Col-

19
1-7; SUN. 1-5
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The best known and respected service of
a CPA is that of tax advisor. Due to his
knowledge of complex tax provisions
susceptible to constant change. your CPA is
the best and most reliable source for help in
satisfying tax obligations at the least
possible cost. A Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) is qualified to provide overall tax
planning for the individual partnership. corporation, or estate. The CPA is a
professional trained to provide answers to
the many tax problems you encounter.
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UNDER
MOTOGRAONED
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Rogers, Krouse Located
In State Farm Office

Jane Rogers and Larry
Krouse,State Farm insurance
agents located at 201 S. 6th St.,
invite everyone in the community to stop by their office
to discuss any type of insurance needs.
Both said they feel State
Farm offers excellent
coverage and they will Work
with new and prospective
Certified Public Accounts ore professionals
. clients.
authorized by law to perform the full range
The State Farm office is a
of accounting services. For tax advisory sercomplete insurance agency.
vice consult your Yellow Pages under -AC-Types of insurances offered
counts—Certified Public'
include auto, health, life and
home.
Rogers became associated
Mere thew a Me,It's•profession
with State Farm Oct 1. She is a
- former co-ordinator of the
Ceoperlitivp and Eznerienr.41.
Education Program at Murray State University. Prior to
Certified-1%61k Acceentoot
753-89-18 I her position at the university,
she was manager of Frank

CPA

:IIAL

per, as we have in the past,"
commented Hurt. "In addition, we are also going to have
a total rental department."
The rental department will
be focused on the homeowner,
the do-it-yourselfer. the contractor, and light industry.
Some of the equipment that
will be available include concrete breaking equipment,
concrete finishing equipment
and scaffolding. Other rentals
are lawn care equipment and
floor care equipment.
Hurt said display space for
the rental equipment will be
expanded as it continues to
come in until about one-half of
the space is devoted to rental
business.
A grand opening for the rental business will be held in
November. The phone number
for the new business, located
at 200 East Main St., is 7538201.

lane Rogers and Larry Krouse

How do others
save on taxes?
Your CPA knows.
41 7
-

R. E. LaVelle, president of
International
Harvester
Credit Corporation, World
Headquarters, Chicago, has
conferred his 1979 President's
Award upon Trucks-TrailersBuses, Inc., International
Motor Truck dealer on
Highway 641 South.
The award was presented on
behalf of Regional Manager
R. F. Romer by A. C. Duncan,
regional finance manager.
The—recognition was Made'
with "thanks and appreciation
for achieving retail finance
sales volume of $3 million for
IHCC's 1979 fiscal year.
"We are most appreciative
of our customers who helped
us achieve this sales volume.
IHCC is one of our major
sources for customer retail
finance and we are happy to
be one of the dealers serviced
by International's Memphis
office, the top finance sales office in the nation." James
Harmon said in accepting the
plaque. for Trucks-TrailersBuses.

Present at the award
meeting was Calloway County
native Jim Story who is a

Manager of Retail Finance for
the multi-state Memphis
Region.

New house?
Save 15%
on Allstate
Homeowners
insurance.

Murray Rental, Sales
Center Sets Opening

to tow bora( tore anti hateloty coverage

3 BIG DAYS

Local Firm Receives Award

Albert Stubblefield's local office.
A native of Lyon County,
Rogers holds a Master of Arts
degree from MSII.
She is married to Don R.
Rogers, a
professional
chemist at Penn-Walt in
Calvert City. They have one
son, Craig,5.
Krouse has been with State
Farm since Dec. 1, 1979.
Krouse also was formerly in
education at Pa'ducah
Tilghman and Marshall County High Schools,He was head
football coach at Marshall
County for four years.
A Memphis native, Krouse
holds a rnasteur A-mileev
social studies .f.rov. 41;41-ay
State.
He and his wife Judy have
two daughters, Kelly, 6, and
Julie, 2.

•

If your house is less than two years
old, you may qualify for Allstate's
"15% New House Discount*
Homes two through five years old also
may qualify for a discount ranging from
5 to 10 percent,depending on their age.
Give me a call and get in on the
savings.
Appl lat.ha, h..mf.o.ner. prermun

Allstate

You're in good hands.

The

Murray Insurance Agency
IA-Air Center

753-4751

„.„
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Weal the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Cypress Bay Resort
Jimmy Futrell
Doug Lance .
Jane Rogers
Larry Krouse
Trucks-Trailers-Buses
Murray Rental gales
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Today In History

Opinion Page

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Oct. 18, the 292nd
day of 1980. There are 74 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 18, 1867, the United States
took formal possession of Alaska from
Russia.
On this date:
In 1767, the Mason-Dixon Line, which
forms the boundary between Maryland
and Pennsylvania, was established.
Ten years ago, the Canadian cabinet
took up the terrorist murder of
Quebec's Labor Minister Pierre
Laporte.
Five years ago, three of the nation's

EDITORIAL

Our Incredible
Postal Service
The Postal Service insists- it
will save money by adding four
more digits to everybody's zip
code next year. That's what they
always say in this age of creeping numeralism. Zip codes, area.
codes, identification cards and
credit cards with long strings of
numbers — they're supposed to
make things more efficient and
eEonomical.
r-Yet the cost of everything
keeps going up, like postage,
which is 'heading for.. 20 cents in
1981, the same year that zip
codes will stretch out to nine digits.
According to Postmaster
General William F. Bolger, four
more digits tacked on to the
present five-digit zip codes will
allow automatic mail-sorting
machines to sort mail down to
the very block a person lives on,
or the floor of a building where

an office is located. Even
though the optical scanners that
can read the new zip numbers,)
will cost $500,000 each, this is
supposed to be cheaper in the
long run. We'll see.
How subtle the revolution
came, an ID number here, an
account number there, each a
little link in a chain. Little we
realized how the computers and
scannered and print-out machines were absorbing the very
essence of human affairs into
their humming cabinets.
Now, finally, those tree-lined
avenues with melodious names
like Sycamore Lane or Fairview
Road are to be rechristened as
921227465, or something like
that, so---',3 mindless electronic
eye, obedient slave of our digital
Big Brother, will know where to
send our mail.

Business Mirror

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

It'consists of a vast array of vital entities such as colleges, churches, voluntary hospitals. philanthropic foundations, symphony societies and research
centers devoted to the general welfare.
Its members are private and nonprofit, but they operate for the general
welfare and spend more than $80 billion
a year. And they depend on donations of
50 million Americans to continue their
work.
This is the independent sector. "We
believe passionately in it," said Brian
O'Connell. It is, he said, a creative
force, an outlet for free expression, a
voluntary movement, a uniquely
American development, and an alternative-to business and government, the
two other sectors.
He fears, however, that it is often
overlooked, as unknown in some
respects as the dark side of the moon,
although in his view it not only
represents the American people but IS
the American people.
To be overlooked is not just difficult
to understand, he comments, but injurious too, particularly since institutions of the independent sector depend on contributions for health and
survival.
In the past decade, he said, giving is
down 10 percent, and at least part of the
reason Is a consequence of the sector's
poor recognition.
O'Connell is president of the sixmonth-old Independent Sector — the
organization and the sector share the
name — so named by members who
seek to be more clearly categorized as
the third sector of society.
- Business isn't the guilty one, said
O'Connell, former director of the Mental Health Association. last year corporations gave a record $2.3 billion, exceeding foundation contributions for
the first time.
He doesn't place blame directly on individuals either, because they continue
to provide 90 percent of charitable and
philanthropic giving. In fact, O'Connell
declares, neither does he blame government.
Still, he concedes, the federal government has created a problem,one that is

Thoughts
In Season

•

•
By Ken Wolf
Some of the reasons for the appeal of
China in the
the communist party
years before World War If can be seen
in this statement from Mao Tse-tung
(1893-1976, written in 1938 and taken
from the famous "little red book" of
Quotations from Chairman Mao:
At no time and in no circumstances should a Communist
place his personal interests first;
he should subordinate them to the
interests of the nation and of the
selfishness,
masses:
. 81110111g, corrustsm...are most
contemptible, while selflessness,
working with all one's energy,
whole-hearted devotion to public
duty, and quiet hard work will
command respect.

Siam

Copley News Service

.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Sector OfAmerican Life Is Unknown
NEW YORK (AP( — You are
familiar with the business sector. You
are aware of the government sector.
But you probably do not even recognize
this sector of American life, or if you
do,cannot name it:
It is one of the largest influences in
American life, but as one commentator
said, some of the simplest statistics.
about it are not collected,scholars rarely study it, teachers seldom teach about

leading bankers warned Congress that
a New York City default could
adversely affect the world's money
markets.
One year ago, the Church of England
said homosexual relationships could be
justified and recommended that
homosexuals not be barred from
priesthood.
Today's birthdays: Actress Melina
Mercouri is 55. Seri. Jesse Helms, RN.C., is 59. Singer Chuck Berry is 54,
and tennis star Martina Navratilova is
24.
Thought for today: "Our true nationality is mankind." — H.G. Wells
( 1866-1946 ).

-

The class of 1927, the second class of
the school, will hold a reunion at the
homecoming at Murray State College
on Oct. 24. Max Hurt and Claude Miller,
class members, are pictured as they
look at a picture of the entire class. The
grid teams of 1930-31-32 will be honored
at the homecoming football game.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ethel
Darnell,83, William B. Morris, and Edmond Morris, 73.
John C. Winter, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. John C. Winter of Murray, has
been promote'to captain while serving
with the United States Army Missile ,
Command at the Redstone Arsenal in
Alabama.

CaRAPVITI

Washington Today

was installed as worthy matron and Charles Jackson as
worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star at the
meeting held at the lodge hall.
The Murray State University Racers
beat the Middle Tennessee State
University team by the score of 20 to 0
in Murray's first Ohio Valley Conference football win of the season.

-20 Years Ago

More Miller Facts

It seems that the Miller family is still
that is an inrelated to the third sector's, jack_ cit.__ in my mail bag, and since
dication that there are readers who are
recognition. It was done inadvertently,
„ still interested in this subject, I'll conhe said. The intent was to help, not
tinue with that family line. This week I
hinder.
received a letter from Mary Louise
The source of the damage appears to
Gossum, 201 Court Drive, Fulton. It
be the Internal Revenue Service code
reads:
relating to charitable, tax-deductible
"I have just received a copy of your
contributions. Six times in the past
"Echoes from the Past" column on the
eight years the standard deduction has
Millers of Calloway County, and am
been increased, until it is now $3,400 for
very' much interested as my hasband is
a married couple, compared with $1,000
a descendant of this family. Some of the
in 1970.
information I had; some I did not.
Itemization is better for those who de"Perhaps you would like this addipend on contributions, according to
tional information and also:what corO'Connell. He refers to a survey showrections I have regarding my husband's
ing itemizers contribute three times as
specific line. First, Haman F. Miller
much to charity as those who take the
was married to Mary Thorn, daughter
standard deduction.
of Hezekiah Thorn, of York County,
Now, says O'Connell, almost every
South Carolina.
independent sector organization, large
"Statement of Haman F. Miller and
or small, community-based or nationMary' Thorn Miller of Calloway County,
wide, religious or secular, "is faced
Kentucky, 1848, from York County,
with the prospect of having to curtail its
South Carolina Wills: Case 4, File 183.
activities."
'Know all men by these present that we
Haman F. Miller and Mary Miller, wife
of said Haman F. Miller, late Mary
N•ught ,nd
9/111
Thorn, wife of Said Haman F. Miller of
the county of Calloway and state of
Kentucky have constituted and appointed and by these presents do constitute and appoint William Wade of the
county and state aforesaid our true and
lawful attorney for us and in our names
and for our use and benefit to ask, demand, sue for, recover and receive of
and from the executor or administrator
or other person having charge or
possession of the estate of Hezekiah
Thorn deceased (father of said Mary
Miller) of the District of York and State
of South Carolina'
"My husband is a desceant of Haman
F. and Mary Thorn Miller's daughter
Mary Frances Miller, 'Fannie,' who
married Isaac M. Barber. They are

Mrs. Annie Jones Nance has been
selected as "Business Woman of the
Year 1970" by the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club. She is
s, employed as a secretary at the Peoples
jauirrkasoy.n
udiotfhM
jnk
Ba

buried at Martin's Chapel Cemetery in
Calloway County. Mary Frances Miller
Barber's dates on the tombstone are 10
August 1849-18 January 1897.
However, according to the census she
was born earlier than that by a few
years.
"The children of Isaac M. and Mary
Frances (Miller) Barber are. as
follows: William Leonard, born July 1,
1872 Calloway County; married'
December 23, 1897 Nomie Helen Harris; died August 15, 1927 at Fulton, Kentucky(my husband's grandparents).
"Alice Allen, born November 9, 1874
Calloway County, Kentucky; married
Oct, 1899 Arthur Alderson; died
--,
September 18, 1946.
"Duella 'Ella' Permelia, born March
25, 1877 Calloway County, Kentucky;
married October 15, 1893 Ephraim
Taylor; died January 21,1947.
"Ira Harmon, born January 13, 1879
Calloway County, Kentucky; married
December 26, 1905 Alice Langston; died February 26, 1949.
"Don Brown, 2053 Berdan Avenue,
Toledo, Ohio 43613 is also a descent of
Calloway Millers. I believe he descends
from Haman Miller's brother Jones F.
Miller who married Lear B. Kirk.
"If anyone should be interested in the
Calloway Clantons, I have a great deal
of information as they are related to the
Clantons who came to Graves County,
Kentucky, and from whom I descend.
Ephraim J. Miller, son of Haman
Miller, was first married to G. Alice
Clanton. Some years back I copied information from the Ephraim Miller Bible which was owned by Mrs. Noble
Hopkins of Calloway County."

Paving of Chestnut Street from North
Fourth Street to the east will make
necessary the moving of a four inch gas
line by the Mutray Natural Gas System
so heavy graders can grade down the
street for paving.
Deaths reported include J. D.
Hopkins,90, and Mrs. Ben Cain,52.
Recruit Dave E. Maupin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Maupin, is unergoing
eight weeks of basic combat training at
Fort Jackson,S. C.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E.„Kelley of Murray

and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Edrington of
Arlington are attending the meeting of
the Kentucky Poultry Improvement
Association at Louisville Oct. 16 to 18.
Kelley is president of the association.
Connie Burton of Murray Is now the
minister of the Church of Christ at
Melber.
Boy Scout Troop 45 was one of 25
troops attending the Fall Camporee of
the Four Rivers Scout Reservations
over the weekend.

30 Years Ago
Jackie Geurin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudolph Geurin of Murray Route 3, was
declared District Champion in the Beef
Production Contest of the Purchase
District 4-H Club's Achievement
meeting held at Paducah on OCt. 17.
Deaths reported include Howard
Weeks,72.
"The White House Grocery' is
observing its third anniversary in
business. Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris
own and operate the grocery,” from the
column, -Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.

Sam Elliott of Murray will head the
cast of the play, "Our Town," to be
presented Nov.Sand 10 by the Sock and
Buskin Club of Murray State College.
Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath attended the
meeting of the Women's Advisory
Board of Spring Meadows, Kentucky
Baptist Children's Home in Middletown.
Showing at the 95 Drive In Theatre is
"The Great Dan Patch" starring Dennis O'Keefe, Gail Russell, Ruth Warrick,and Charlotte Greenwood.

40 Years Ago

community on Oct. 13.
Exactly 1,993 men between the ages
Marriages announced this week inof 21 to 35 inclusive were reg. red in
clude Ernestine Phillips to Artell Northe current draft or conscri tion for
man on Oct. 12.
Calloway County on Oct.6 for sc,yice of
Births reported this week include a
the country, according to Mary Itus,sell
girl to Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hale on Oct.
Williams, Calloway County Court
14.
Clerk, and who is in charge of the
'Elected as officers of the Calloway
registration.
County Homemakers were Mesdames
Deaths reported this week include J.
Hansford Doran, Lynn. Grove, Mac'
W. Hendon and John Smith,78.
Thomas Tarry, Dexter, and LaVerne
W. Z. Carter, a member of Murray
Bucy,Pine Bluff.
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
David Terhune celebrated his 95th
Masons, was named as Grand Senior
birthday on Oct. 8 at the home of his
Warden at the state convention of the
daughter, Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft.
Kentucky Free and Accepted-Masons
"Grandpa's Twin Sister" will be
held at Louisville.
presented Oct. 18 by the faculty and
Next week,I will have a run-down on
civic
Murray
Lovett,
Mrs. Joe T.
alumni of Almo High School. Cast
the information which has been receivleader, was appointed chairman of the
members include Raymond Story,
ed by Ernestine Bucy from readers who
CounDemocratic Women of Calloway
Bedwell, Myrtie Chapman,
Josphine
have helped her in her search.
ty by the state leader, Mrs. T. C. CarDorothy Cooper, Hewlett Cooper, Lois
roll.
Rye, Heyward I3edwell, Prentice
Elected as new officers of the Young
Lassiter, Mary Virginia Baugh, and
Men's Business Club were T. Sledd, Dr.
Charles Baugh.
T.
H.
and
Forester,
G.
M.
Houston,
Hal
Members of the cast of the play,"The
Waldrop.
Adventures of Grandpa," to be
presented by the seniOr class of Kirksey
John Key, president, said the annual
High School on Oct. 18 include Doris
"big singing" will be held at the
Ezell, James Washer, Joe Edd Sledd,
County Courthouse on Oct. 27.
tion and said he never intended to sug- Calloway
Charles Beaman, LaVerne Edwards,
Mrs. Hunter Wilkerson
and
Mr.
gest a lessening of clean air rules.
Neva Saunders, Ann Barber, Clemmie
their 50th wedding anniverHe was confronted by pickets carry- celebrated
Youngblood,and Rachel Morgan.
their home in the Sinking Spring
ing signs reading, "Mount St. Reagan sary at
Blows Again," and "Trees Don't
Pollute, Reagan Does."
In an editorial, The San Jose (Calif.)
Mercury suggested a solution:
winter.
The William Mason Memorial
"Put the president of the Sierra Club
Dr. W. H. Mason spoke at the meeting
in a sealed garage with a tree. Put Hospital of Murray has again been fully
the Walnut Log Medical Society held
of
of
College
the
American
by
approved
Ronald Reagan in another sealed
Reelfoot lake on Oct. 14. Dr. C. H.
at
Surgeons.
garage with a running automobile.
Dr. E. B. Houston, and Dr. Ben
Jones,
C.
include
week
this
reported
Deaths
Then wait to see which of them yells to
B. Keys also attended the meeting.
C. Hughes, 48, Mrs. Tom Grogan, Mrs.
get out first."
Elected as officers of the Calloway
Cullie Steele, Mrs. Jane Lassiter, 79,
County Homemakers Association were
Mrs. Rebecca Frances Parker, Mrs.
„„
Mrs. Gertie Story, Mrs. Ruth Clopton,
Ledger & Times
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Murray
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Reagan Says Nature Is Worst Polluter
An AP News Analysis
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — The way
Ronald Reagan tells it, Mother Nature
is a far worse polluter than man. And
what's more, he almost makes it sound
like pollution is good for you.
Reagan said recently suspected that
Mount St. Helens had spewed more
sulfur dioxide than all the cars in the
world over the last 10 years. He said
nature is responsible for two-thirds of
the world's sulphur dioxide pollutants
and that man is responsible for only a
third.
This was not a carefully packaged
Reagan speaking from a prepared
speech. It was an end-of-the-day campaign stop where he spoke off the cuff
and wasn't supposed to make any news
except by liskning to the complaints of
steel and coal industry leaders in
Steubenville, Ohio.
But that's not the way it worked out.
Reagan said Americans have spent
billions on anti-pollution devices for
cars to reduce oxides of nitrogen, but
that 93 percent of the oxides of nitrogen
are produced by trees and decaying
vegetation.
He said these oxides cause the haze
on the Smoky Mountains,and that some
doctors believe the smoke might be
good for tubercular patients.
He said there are 16 permanent oil
slicks in the Santa Barbara Channel,
and tbat it was believed in the late 180Cis

•

that ?ernes from the slick purified the
air and prevented the spread of disease.
Reagan also said he would, as president, turn to industry for help in drafting "reasonable rules" for environmental standards.
A presidential candidate's views on
the environment are not taken lightly.
The president appoints the chief of the
Environmental Protection Agency,
which sets and polices pollution rules.
Reagan's speech began to set off
alarms in environmental circles. „
In Ohio, he blamed imports and EPA
rules for the closing of a steel mill. He
said air pollution was substantially
under control.
Meanwhile, his hometown of Los
Angeles had its worst smog attack in
years. He started getting questioned
closely about his statements.
At first Reagan told reporters they
were "nit-picky." He proclaimed
himself an environmentalist, but added
that EPA proposed unreasonable, untried standards on industry at the expense of productivity, and said industry
should be given more leeway.
There was confusion when he denied
he had ever said pollution was
substantially under control. Reagan
later repeated his contention that pollution was largely under control.
By week's end, Reagan was under attack from environmentalists and was
forced to soften his pro-industry stand.
Arriving in smog-choked Los
Angeles, Reagan lamented the pollu-

50 Years Ago
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
not had a good night's sleep
for a year or more. I wake up
with my hands asleep and
hurting and I have to shake
them to get the feeling back.
One doctor said my breasts
are too large. I help my husband pull out bales of hay for
the cattle. Could that be doing
it?
DEAR READER -- There
are a lot of reasons for a
person's hands going to sleep
but I have never seen or heard
or read of this problem being
caused by large breasts The
most likely explanation is
some pressure on the arteries
or nerves to your arms and
hands. This can occur because
of the position of your arms
while sleeping.
You could also have pressure on the arteries and veins
in the shoulder area from various muscles in the neck and
shoulder region. If these were
well-developed, that might
create part of the problem
and that's about the only connection I can think of that:

pulling bales of hay out would
have with your complaint.
You could also have pressure from the clavicle (collarbone) if it were pulled back as
you see in people who carry
backpacks. It could be caused
by an arthritic spur in the cervical spine or from a ruptured
disc in the cervical spine.
Other causes include the carpel tunnel syndrome which is
compression of the arteries,
veins and nerves in the wrist
area.
Some people have an extra
rib called a cervical rib which
is in the neck area that creates pressure. If your doctor
is having trouble finding the
cause of your numbness, ask
him to refer you to a cardiovascular specialist who
also
'peripheral vascular
problerk and perhaps by a
series 1 different tests he can
locate where the pressure
area is.

SEVIERVILLE,Tenn. A P)
A Sevierville man, described by his father as a "very
good boy," is being held on
$150,000 btind until a grand
Jury considers charges that he
strangled two Kentucky teenage girls.
"He never showed signs of
violence. He has always gone
out of his way to help other
people," a visibly strained
George Hughes told the court
Thursday. His son, defendant

Allen Wayne Hughes, trained Crestwood, Ky., teen-agers
his eyes on a table and showed whose bodies were found in a
41u/iday Inn in Gathnburg, an
no emotion.
Sevier County General Ses- East Tennessee resort town
sions Judge Charles Edwards adjacent to the Great Smoky
ordered the bond after refus- Mountain National Park.
Gathnburg detective Andy
ing to drop two counts of firstdegree
murder
against Parton testified Hughes adHughes. The grand jury is mitted killing Ms. Roberts.
scheduled to convene in
"I said,'You're in a heap of
trouble,' and he started cryFebruary.
Police say Hughes killed ing," detective Andy Parton
Tanya Roberts, 16, and Jen- said. "I said, 'It's no use crynifer Lynn Stephens, 17, two ing; what's done is done."

grAA

BIG APPLE
The Big Apple, a dance, was
named for a club in Columbia,
S. C., where it originated.

quality at a Kmart price
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1.37
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/
3
4-lb.• bite-size. bars
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FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 20, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- ARIES
row be? To find out what the
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19/
stars say, read the forecast
Don't ruffle the feathers of a
given for your birth Sign.
co-worker. Your mind may
not be on the workday routine.
Evening brings clear thinking
and new insights.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
The obnoxious behavior of a
friend could trouble you.
Distractions interfere with
concentration. You're effective in the p.m.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20 I
The only: way to get ahead
By Abigail Van Buren
now is through work, yet you
may waste time concocting
grand schemes. Be realistic.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) SOO
Unfinished business from
DEAR ABBY: What do you think is the hardest? Being
the weekend preoccupies you.
the oldest child, the youngest child or the middle child?
Find out why a loved one is
moody. Do your part to furCURIOUS
ther communication.
DEAR CURIOUS: If you ask the eldest, he'll say,
LEO
"The eldest, because you're expected to set a good
(July 23 to Aug.22)
example for the younger ones. And if a fight breaks
Agreements about financial
out, I get blamed because I'm the oldest and should
concerns are difficult to reach
know better."
now. A talk with a family
Ask the middle child, and he'll say, "Being the
member gives clearer
middle child is the hardest because you get none of
perspective.
the advantages of being the youngest or the oldest."
VIRGO
Ask the youngest child, and he'll tell you that being
( Aug. 23 to Sept.22)%
the youngest is hardest because "your parents try to
Stop complaining about the
keep you 'a baby' as long as possible, and you're the
behavior of a loved one. Inone who has to wear all the hand-me-downs."
stead have a heart-to-heart
In other words, it all depends where you're coming
from.
talk. State your views clearly.
LIBRA
•••
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 72)
Preoccupation
with a
DEAR ABBY: Your recent column on statistics is a gold
romantic concern will in'mine for those of us who campaign for causes.
terfere with work perforThe volunteers with Cincinnati's League for Animal
mance, if you let it. Replace
Welfare want people to realize, as you pointed out, that
wishful thinking with common
56,000 pets are turned over daily to the nation's animal
sense.
shelters, where 36,986 are destroyed!
SCORPIO
This year we are again 'supporting a former stray dog
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21)
named Lady for president. She ran in 1976 and racked up
Social or romantic life may
140 votes. Lady is campaigning to make the public aware
fall short ot expectauons.
that millions of unwanted animals have been imprisoned
Rather than harboring hurt
and dealt the death sentence without "due process." She is
feelings, have a talk.
the pet of newspaperman C.E. "Stoney" Jackson of
SAGITTARIUS
argic40.
Tulahoma, Tenn.
Lady's party is PAWS (Political Action for the World's
(Nov. M to Dec. 21) .4
Strays). Her platform is LOVE (Loyalty, Obedience, Valor,
A family member could be
Empathy). These are not merely empty campaign promises,
critical if you spend too much
but the true benefits of responsible pet ownership.
time with friends. Set your
Lady's campaign slogan is, "It's better for a dog to go to
house in order before going
the White House than for the White House to go to the dogs."
out.
Go with Lady in 1980!
CAPRICORN
ELIZABETH LEMLICH, CAMPAIGN CHAIRHUMAN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
To say the right thing at the
right time in the right way
seems difficult now. A friend
DEAR ABBY: We hear and read so much about widows
may listen and understand.
whose former friends have deserted them. Perhaps some of
AQUARIUS
verve,
them should take a good look at themselves.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) w
We have a friend, in her mid-60s, who has dyed her hair
Advice about a financial
red, wears false eyelashes, tight, shiny pants and the
matter could be faulty, though
highest.heels she can find.
a talk with a higher-up is conWe don't like to include her because she looks like a freak.
We love her and would like to see her look like the lovely
structive. Not a time to make
person she is. How can we tell her without hurting her
loans.
feelings?
PISCES
HER FRIENDS
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
You're much too sensitive
DEAR FRIENDS: False eyelashes, red hair and
now to be effective. Get a grip
high heels do not a freak make. Do include her, but let
on yourself. A common-sense
her know in advance that the "women" will be
approach to problems will brwearing dresses.
ing you good results.
YOU BORN TODAY typify
• ••
the tact and diplomacy your.
sign is noted for. You would be
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I were invited to spend a day
successful in law and politics.
with a very dear couple at their summer place. They decided,
You're sensitive with a great.
in lieu of a barbecue at home, to go out for dinner.
need for self-expression Mb
Was it obligatory on my part to volunteer to pay for my
share? Or should our friends who invited us for the day have
will achieve success in
picked up the entire bill?
writing, poetry, art and acPERPLEXED
ting. You have great insight
and would make, a good
DEAR PERPLEXED: Since you were invited for
psychologist or educator. You
the day, dinner (regardless of where it was) should
work best with encouragehave been provided by your host.
ment and do well in partnerAthletics,
music,
ship.
• ••
publishing and medicine may
also appeal to you. Overcome
Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
a 1.titlency to be indecisive:7
booklet, "How To BA Popular: You're Nev er Too
Birthdate of: Mickey Mantle,
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfbaseball star; Arthur Rimaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
baud, poet; and Joyce
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Brothers, psychologist.
90212.

Hughes
underwent
PYschiatric examinations
shortly after police arrested
him in July.

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

CINNAMON
A few cinnamon hearts will
add both spice and color to
homemade apple sauce or butter.

Frances Drake

testified

Hurry in for our price breaking

see

Your individual
Horoscope

"Then he said, 'But I done
that up there.' When I asked
him why," Parton told the
court,"he said,'She promised
to have sex with me."
•
Miss Roberts was found in a
stairwell leading to the motel
roof. Miss Stephens was found
later in a motel room the
teenagers shared. Both victims were sparsely dressed.
"He said he wanted a
pyschiatrist to 'help me find
out some things,
Parton
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Man Held On Strangulation Charges

Different types of skin cancer

DEAR DR LAMB - A
friend of mine recently had a
basal cell spot removed from
her chin. Her doctors assured
her she is fine, since this is a
"good" kind of cancer. Is
there such a thing as a "good"
cancer?
DEAR READER - You
are having a communications
problem. I'm sure the doctors
:were trying their best to
explain that basal cell cancers
of the skin are usually very
slow growing and when they
are removed the entire cancer
is removed. That is, it is
cured. That is different from
a malignant melanoma that
may arise from a skin mole
and is far more difficult to
treat.
Strictly speaking, there is
no such thing as a "good"
cancer. But everything is relative and compared to other
forms you could express it
that way.
It is important for your
friend to realize that her cancer has been.cured. That does
not mean she will not have
skin cancer again. These skin
lesions tend to develop in people who are fair-skinned or
exposed to the sun a lot. One
can be removed and cured
and later an entirely different
area of the skin may develop
another one. These, too, can
be removed, resulting in a
cure. Many other patients do
not develop any additional
skin cancers.
The different types of skin
cancer are discussed in The
Health Letter number 7-10,
Your Skin: Sun, Aging, Spots
• and Cancer, that I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 7.5 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed

ress Melina
Helms, RBerry is 54,
ivratilova is

Charged In GatlInburg Deaths
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Knit wristband for sure fit
Men's, boys" sizes Save nowl

Per
Poll
36-exp. Color Slide
Film Developing
Bring your film to K mart
'or quality service

3-ass. net wt.

P.411MEI'NW*
11111WAIIIMM Ii1::2

Our Reg. 5.47

3.97
12-volt Headlamp'
Upper or lower
rectangular lamps
6052 lamp ... 5.97

Limit
2

Our Reg. 2.77
11.87E0.

66

cOur Reg. 1 27

3-gram Super Glue'.3
Bonds in seconds Dries
clear, permanent 3 gr •

Dow' Caulk or Sealer
White bathrub caulk or
silicone rubber sealer Save

'
Net el

K marl MERCHANDISE POLICY0.0 form mternhon os lo 110Vt every advemsed orre m
stock on our Morse1 r on °Overused ,ern Is no,
hvaloble for ourcNsse due to ony unloMseen .eason
rtn01 wel Mu* a Ran Ctneci,
merchandise (one f.m or mosorsolow roma,
to be OWCOOSOO Ot
sce• once wneneve,0,,1001e
O we etet V. 0 COONO0,0,0 Quol,ry 'rev, a/ 0
comparable roduclon vs once Our croecy 'Ito cave our
CuLlOmers kanslachon always

THE SAVING PLACE

Sealed Beams
Choice of 4000
low or 4001 high
6014 High/Low,

it!
Our Reg. 9.88

.96Ea.
High Intensity Lamps
Choice of amber fog or
clear driving lamp 12 V
Open Daily 94;Sundays 124

c=m

The Saving Place sm

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Cross Town Rivals Meet

Murray Sloshes To
21-8 Win Over CCHS
respect for them. They are
By. DAVID HIBBITUS
coming.
Sports Editor
"What gave them the lead
It had been such a lung dry
was the awareness to pick up
spell for Murray's star
the ball and go all the way
tailback Tim Foster. Having
with it. The evidence that we
of
flashed his quick bursts
had a better club was that we
speed intermittently through
were able to take the ball all
the Tigers' first six games.
the way down the field on a
Foster was ready for
drive right after that.
Calloway County last night.
"That took the wind out of
Not only did Foster ramble
them."
for all three of Murray's
Foster said after the game
touchdowns in the 21-8 win, he
that the wet field did not
was even generous enough to
bother him too much despite
turn one over to the Lakers on
having to rely on his
up
a fumble that was picked
quickness.
, Calloway's Randy Dawson
'
b)
"I was looking for a lot of
and taken 23 yards into the end
yardage and as many
zone for a brief 8-7 lead for the
touchdowns as I could get
home team.
tonight," Foster said. "At
Foster showed he was ready
first, I did not think I could
on his. first run from scrimmake the cuts on the wet field.
mage .as he went straight up
"But I got on dry land and I
the middle for 23 yards on the
was all right.
Laker
the
But
field.
soggy
"It was one of our biggest
defense stiffened as it began to
games. It was like a regular
trap Foster for Short gains and
old championship 'game. We
losses.
had to show them we were the
But Foster would not be
best team in Murray."
deterred on a night when he
For Harp, the game was a
had been practically cast as
matter of which team controllthe player who would make
ed the line of scrimmage.
the biggest difference in the
"They physicaly dominated
game.
us in the trenches," he said.
Rusty
Calloway
's
After
"They did what they wanted to
McKenzie quick kicked to his
CELEBRATING ITS BRIEF GLORY — Calloway County do. If they had wanted to, they
own 31, Foster Went for seven
quarterback Tim Brown leaps into the arms Of Randy could have thrown to their
yards before breaking the
Dawson after Dawson returned a fumble 23 yards to give tight end I Robin Roberts l all
next one,the rest of the way,
the Lakers the touchdown that led to their 8-7 second rtight.
starting up the middle and
"People may not realize
quarter lead.
aiming for the right sideline to
what type of team they have. "
go untouched and give Murray Ball's 8-yarder on the first
"It (Foster's yardage and
felt we were ready. When
its 7-0 lead with 1:13 remain- play of the drive provided the touchdown runs) would have
we came back and scored,,I.
ing in the quarter.
impetus for keeping it going.
been unbelievable if it had looked over at their sideline
For the first half of the next
Calloway received its final been a dry field," Hina said. and they were down. But they
to
began
Lakers
quarter, the
blow when quarterback Tim -Foster was ready and our just had better personnel.
contain Foster again, forcing Brown took a severe blow to line was ready tonight.
"If we played again, it
his first fumble at the Murray his knee on the last play of the
"We did everything con- would probably come out the
22-yard line with 7:07 left in half and had to miss the rest of servatively. We tried to get same nine out of 10 times. I
the half. But four plays went the game.
the straight dive play work- said at the beginning we would
nowhere and the ball changed
After the loss of Broom, the ing.
have to have a Super game,'
hands.
Laker offense consisted of a
"This was-the first time We
'I think Foster is one of the
That was when Foster lost few hard runs by tailback. have been able to utilize
two backs we have played that
the handle on the ball for the Tommy Workman. espite a Crawford. He had been
I knew would give us problems
second time and Dawson 28-yard dash down the sideline hampered all season by naggif he got into the secondary.
alertly scooped it up and prac- • early in the fourth quarter, ing injuries.
• "He reminds me of Union
tically followed the same Calloway was never able to
"Albert I Ball) also did some County's Tim Joiner. He is not
tracks Foster had a few sustain its offense against the good running."
as strong, but he is a lot
minutes earlier.
much bigger Murray team.
Between them, Ball and quicker."
After Murray was called offFoster came alive again Crawford carried the ball 13
Calloway 'was led by
side on a blocked extra point when Murray got the ball with times for 65 yards to comple- Workman's 64 yards in 18 carattempt, Calloway went for 5:18 left in the third quarter. ment Foster as he had not
ries as the Lakers could
the two-point conversion, with He carried the ball 25 yards to been helped all season.
manage only 78 yards in total
Tommy Workman bouncing the Laker lyard line, but the
-I am glad this One is overt" offense. off a tackle to slide into the play was called back on a Hina said. "Now, the two
FOr. Murray, Ball rushed
end zone for the lead.
penalty.
teams can go back to helping seven times for 33 yards and
worked
to
Then Murray
Undaunted, Foster came instead of going against each Crawford six times for 32.to
grind out its second back to go 28 yards to the other.
help pace the Tigers to their
touchdown.
Calloway 31. •
"I definitely have a lot of 208 total yards.
After Calloway tried its seAfter Crawford picked up 11
cond onside kick of the night, yards and a first down on
Murray took over at the Laker back-to-back runs up the mid42-yard line. The running trio dle, Foster went up the middle
of fullbacks of Albert Ball and and cut back to his left for the
Craig Crawford and Foster final 20 yards and all the
just took the ball straight into points the Tigers would need.
the heart a the Calloway
After the game, Murray
defense in just six plays, with coach John Bina said that
Foster going the final four Foster, who gained 147 yards
yards to regain the lead at 14- in 25 carries, had been as
8.
ready for this game as any all
Crawford's 13-yard run and year.

ALL OVER THE FIELD — Murray tailback Tim Foster (33)
spun around (above left), cut across (above right) and
went low (bottom right) against the Calloway County
defense last night as he gained 147 yardsin 25 carries and
scored all three touchdowns in Cie 21-8 win for the

Tigers. The two runs shown above were all Murray
needed logo 31 yards for its first touchdown. Foster
looks upfield before breaking away for the score at the
right.
Staff Photos By Gene MeCutcheon and David Hibbitts
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NEW...from

Riverside

4.

AUTO
RENTAL REIMBURSEMENT
"
COVERAGE

tir4Q.

-•

Awamperama taw sae iiroftetion Own,
.•
6.01.111SOWff WORKS

..

If your car is damaged in an accident, and repairs
are required. Riverside will pay you up to $25 00
per day Iriot to exceed $300 CO-totall,to rent a
car from your garage or an auto rental agency
Riverside keeps you rolling
keeps you on the
lob without additional expense or travel !mon
veruence while your car is being repaired

FINDING SOME OPEN ROOM — Calloway County tailback Tommy Workman (26)
takes off for some of his 64 yards last night. Workman carried the ball 18 times.

MARE SURE YOU HAVE THIS VALUABLE EXTRA
COVERAGE
CONTACT US TODAr

.ani_lolt
2,91..
The Insurance Center
of Murray
sol Sycamore -753-8355
14,'p._p arta
/ma* hen aa

,••

Riverside Insurance Company
Battle Creek Mochiwan

MSU Cross Country Team Wins
CAPE GIRA RDEAU,Mo.
the top ten for the Racers were
The'Murray State cross coun- Jerry Odlin in second at 27:45,
try team A on a dual meet with Gary Ribbons in fourth at
SoqUicAst.Missoliri yestetO8Y 28:12, Eddie Weddertiurn in
scoring' 22 points to the host sixth at 28:18, Barry Attwell in
school's 34.
ninth at 28:41 and Pat Chimes
MSU's Chris Bunyan set in 10th at 28:42.
another couise record over
the. five miles as he won the
MSC's other finishers were
race in a time of 27:41. Alt% in Jeff Stepp in 13th at 29.28,

John Richard in 14th at 30:0.3
and Paul Snyder in 22nd at
32:44.
a hilly, muddly
course," Miirray State coach
Bill Cornell said. "We ,were
just happy to win."
Murray State now has a 15-5 .
record against the teams it
has faced this fall.

Murray-Mayfield

REST COPY AVM.
t
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Aikens' Drive In 10th Lifts Royals
To First World Series Win Friday
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STACKED UP - Calloway County running back Rusty McKenzie (88) is going
nowhere as Murray defensive guard Tony Herndon (73) wraps his arms around the ball
carrier for the tackle.

Murray
. Foster
e at the

.bbitts

kik„. s

GETTING HIS PASS OFF UNDER A HEAVY RUSH - Murray quarterback Bill Shelton
(12)fires a pass over the oncoming Steve Cherry(62)and Randy Dawson (23).

By JOHN NE1SON
AP Sports Writer
KAXSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) It was a great relief, George
Brett said,just to be able to play,
but when it came his turn in the
10th inning, all he could do was
wait and walk.
Make no mistake, Brett let it
be known from the start that he
was out to play. His solo home
run in the first inning started the
Kansas City Royals to their first
victory in their first World
Series. It helped take the
pressure off, and it helped keep
the Royals franchise from virtual elimination in its first World
Series in 12 years of existence.
The Royals had lost the first
and second games of the Series
in Philadelphia. On Friday
night, they desperately needed a
victory. No team ever has
recovered to win a best-of-seven
Series after falling behind 3-0.
When the Royals came to their
sternest test, however, it was
lumbering Willie Aikens who
held the bat in his hand. Aikens,
as he has so many times this
year for the Royals, delivered a
run-scoring single in the 10th innmg that gave Kansas City a 4-3
victory in Game Three Friday
night.'
"It felt good just to be able to
play," Brett said, "and that
home run helped me relax."
Less than five hours before he
strode to the plate in the first inning, Brett was in a hospital bed,
recovering from minor surgery
to relieve the pain from his inflamed hemorrhoids.
"The ,pain is all behind ma .
thanks to two great doctors in
Kansas City," Brett quipped.
• Brett, who had to leave the second game of the Series in the
sixth inning because of the painful swelling, had a chance to
. score the winning run in the
eighth inning when he doubled
and Aikens came to the plate.
The score was tied 3-3, I was
on second and there were two
outs," Brett said. "I just told
Willie to hit the ball hard
somewhere."
Instead. Phillies right-hander

Homecoming Golf Tournament
Cancelled For First Time Ever
For the first tune in its 10year history, heavy rains
yesterday washed out the
Murray State Homecoming
sramble golf tournament at
the Murray Country Club.
Approximately 90 players in
the scheduled field of 176 were
on the course when leadened
skies dumped more than two
inches of rain on the course
and sending them scurrying to
the clubhouse.

calliA

rat

.-:

After there had been no
letup in the rain some two
hours later, the tournament
was cancelled.
Proceeds from the tourna-

vices at the university and the
tournament chairman.
"We'll simply try again next
year .and hope for a better
break from the weather and
wit.an equally entertaining
tournament," he said, emphasing that the tournament is
staged as a HomecomingAttraction for alumni, former
students and supporters of the
university "for fun and
Because of the wide range fellowship."
from which the players came
Only one foursortie - made
to participate, there are no
plans to try to replay the tour- up of Johnny Gingles and Jim
nament this year, according to and David Pickens of Murray
M. C. Garrott, director of the and Pat Lamb of Vienna, Ill.
information and public ser- -finished the 18 holes of play

ment, including green fees
waived by the Murray club,
will go to the Murray State
golf team's tournament and
travel expense fund.
Many of the players yesterday, several of whom never
got to start, contributed their
$10 entry fee to the golf team's
Lind although refunds were
being made.

GET

GROWING
Hey. Mr. Tobacco Farmer

T COPY AVAILABLE

Remember How Wet It
Was Last Spring?
Start those plant beds
now. For custom plant
bed service call Mark
Pasche - 753-4802
- Chock My Prices &
Services Before You Start

Frey then had a decision to
make. If Wilson steals second,
McGraw takes the bat out of
Brett's hands by walking him.
That would bring up Aikens.
Frey delegated the decision
to Wilson. He did not order
him to steal, but neither did he
order him to stay put.
"I have a 'no steal' sign that
I have used, but it wasn't on;"
Frey said. "Of course, I like to
have George hit, but Willie has
been a big RBI man forus. It's
still easier for Willie to hit a
single than it is for George to
hit a double."
Wilson stole the base easily,
Brett walked,and Aikens stepped to the plate. He had 98 RBI
during the season and would
have beep the best man to to
hit in that situation, had he not
been playing on the same
team with Brett and had he
not been a left-handed swinger
facing a lefty pitcher.
The first pitch was high, a
ball. Aikens took a mighty cut
at the second pitch and missed.
"I do have a tendency to
overswing sometimes,"
Aikens said.
Aikens sent the next pitch
toward the gap in left-center,
and Phils center field Garry
Maddox set out in pursuit.
Maddox, a Golden Glover with
exceptional range, could not
COOKEVIIIE, Tenn. - get to the ball, and it bounced
The Murray State women's against the fence on one hop,
tennis team ran its fall record easily scoring Wilson with the
to 13-1 yesterday, winning a winning run.
match halted by rain over
"I just told myself to calm
Tennessee Tech,6-0.
down, hit the ball," Aikens
MSU won all of its singles said. "I wanted to concentrate
matches before the doubles enough to get a basehit, to
were cancelled.
drive in a run.
Aikens said he hit a fastball
MSU 6,Tenn. Tech 0
on the outside part of the
Singles results - Fran plate.
Spencer def. Melissa Russo 6"I saw the ball going toward
0, 6-1; Jorunn Eid def. Robyn the gap, and I know Maddox
Saylor 6-2, 6-1; Carla Ambrico plays a shallow center field,"
def. Charlene Trokey 6-1, 6-2; Aikens said. "I saw he was in,
Sherryl Rouse def. Suzanne and after the ball up in the air,
Ledford 6-0, 6-1; Mary I knew he couldn't catch it."
McNicholas def. Diane Dean
The Phillies, who tied a
6-0, 6-0; Kathy Outland def. World Series record by stranTina Kilgore 6-2,6-1.
ding 15 runners in an extra in-

Did( Ruthyen struck out Aikens,
and the big first trasenian had to
wait another turn. It came in the
10th.
Phils left-hander Tug McGraw
had come in to pitch the 10th,
and U.L Washington led off with
a single. McGraw then walked
Willie Wilson, who had gone
hitless in four previous at-hats.
Frank White, the next hitter,
took a called strike, then
squared away to bunt. He let the
pitch go by him for another
strike, but Washington already
had comrnitatrhimself to go to
third. White was out tying to
steal third by a country mile.
"In a situation like that, the
guy on second always is trying to
get a jump," Royals Manager
Jim Frey said. "It was his
eagerness to get to third. That's
a play some teams put on; they
throw a slow pitch and hope that
if the batter misses, they can
trap the runner off hose. You
still have to blame the runner,
though."
White struck out for the second out of the inning, and that
left Wilson alone on first.

MSU Lady
Netters
Halt Tech

ning game,tied the score 3-3 in
the eighth inning on a runscoring single by Pete Rose,
his first hit in 11 at-bats in the
Series. Larry Bowa singled for
the third time in the game,
stole second and Royal
reliever Renie Martin walked
Lonnie Smith. Rose then
looped a singled into right
field that scored Bows.
"Two arid one is still a comfortable position," Rose said.
"Let me ask • you? Which
clubhouse would you rather be
in, the 2-1 clubhouse or the 1-2
clubhouse? And we still have
two more games at home, if
worse comes to worse.
"Anyway, the more games
we play, the more money
there is for everybody."
After Brett gave the Royals
a 1-0 first-inning lead with his
homer, Philly struck right
back, tying it 1-1 in the second
on a bizarre play that seemed
to befuddle Royal righthander Rich Gale.
With one out, Trillo got the
Phils started with a single that
bounced off;Gale's foot. Bows
followed with a single, and
Gale walked Bob Boone to
load the bases. Smith then hit
a shot toward Gale. Gale flagged it down, hesitated and,
with plenty of time to go to the
plate, threw instead to first,
allowing Trill° to score.
"That was just a case of a
young guy getting a little
flustered," Frey said. "A better fielder or more experienced player might have thrown
home, but frankly I was glad
to get the out.
The Royals forged back in
the lead in the fourth when
Aikens hit a one-out triple, his
first in the major leagues, and
scored on •a single by Hal.
McRae.
Again, however, the Phils
got it back in the next inning
when Mike Schmidt, who
broke out of his batting slump
with two hits in Game Two,led
off with a home run, his first in
19 postseason games. That
spelled the beginning of the

end for Gale, who lasted only a
third of an inning more.
The Royals scored a seventhinning run on a homer by •
Amos Otis, his second of the
Series, but those never-sayiiie
Phillies, who have trailed'at
one time or another in all five
playoff games and the three
Series games,sent the contest
into extra innings with Rose's
hit in the eighth.
Dan Quisenberry came on
after Rose's hit and escaped
trouble after allowing leadoff
singles in both the ninth and
10th innings. Bob Boone led off
the. 10th with a single, and
pinch hitter Greg Gross
sacrificed him to second.
Quisenberry walked Rose
intentionally, and Schmidt,
the hero of Game Two, lined
into an unassisted, inningending double play -to Frank
White at second.
The Royals will start Dennis
Leonard, the loser in the first
game, against Phils righthander Larry Christenson,
who pitched three games In
September after being sidelined for nearly a month with a
severe groin injury.
"I think I'd still rather be in
their shoes," Brett said. "op
two games to one. But I'm not
dissatisfied. Winning in .the
10th inning like we did could
put momentum on our side.
We •didn't play well in Philadelphia. We did tonight."
By Ilw A...tried Preis
Boa of Se-cm
Game One
Phaadelptuu 7 KM.111.1, ply 6.
Wellesley's GESOP
Came Two
Praladelphia b. Karma Oh 4
Endaya,Game
Gamr Three
Kerma C1ty 4, Philadelpni,3
Philadelphia leads %Yrs 2-1
Saturday's Game
Game Four
Ruladelphia Clinst.ens In 5-1. at Kansas
Ct Iowan(20-11
Slinday's Gem
6110
Gans Flve
Philadelphia at Kansas Ob
'headily,,011. 21
Game Sin
Kansas Ob at Philadelphia
n
nigesary
Wednesday,Oct. V
Genre Seven
Kansas City at Philadelphia, rib if
rietersars

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
21.

Kentucky High School Football Scq_res
By The Associated Press
Thursday Games
Betsy Layne 48, Johns Creek 6
Jenkins 8, Virgie 7
Union Co 16, Owensboro Ca th 0
Warren East 30, Warren Central 12
West Carter 7. Bath Co0
Wheelwright 34, Mullins 16
Friday Genies ,
Adair Co 28, Campbellsville 0
Allen Co 39, Metcalfe('o6
Ashland 21, Russell 7
Bardstown 22, Elizabethtown 6
Bellevue 16, Beechwood 6
Bowling Green 9. Franklin-Simpson?
Boyd Co 28, Greenup Co 6
Breathitt Co 62, MC. Napier 0
Caldwell Co 14, Heath 0
Campbell Co 8, Harrison Co 0
Carroll Co 8, Fleming Co 6
Ceredo-Kenova, W Va., Id Belfry 15
Clark Co 22, IRX Bryan Station 14
Clay Co 15, Lynn Camp 2
Conner 21. Erlanger Lloyd 6
Corbin 42,Somerset 0
Cumberland 32, lone Jack 8
Danville 34,Scott Co 0
Dayton 9. Dixie Heights6
East Carter 26, Maysville 12
Edmonson b.° 17, Hart Co0
Fort Campbell 62,Todd Central 7
Fort Knox 7, Meade Co 6
Fort Thomas Highlands 33, Simon.
Kenton 8

in the four-member scramble
tournament before the driving, torrential rains washed
out the tompetition. They
finished with a nine-under-par
63 with nine birdies and nine
pars.
Rudell Parks, Delmer
Brewer, Mike Morgan and
Chuck Hulick, the second foursome •off the first tee at 8:50
a.m., managed to complete 16
holes before being forced to
flee to the clubhouse by the
rain and lightning. At that
point, they were six under par,
The next foursome going to
the final holes was composed
of Robert Seay of Gilbertsville, Mike Cain of Brentwood, Tenn., Terry Bethel of
Antioch, Tenn., and Terry
Carver of Nashville. After 15
holes, they were two over par
when chased from the course
by the storm.
ps The Asioratated Press
Several special awards
tasters Conference
were given even though the
atlantic Milan
W
L
Pct
tournament was short1
867
BOO1/N1
2
circuited:New York
1
.667
2
Red Metcalf of Orange, NPR Jersey
3
2
600
2
2
500
Philadelphia
Calif., and a fOrmeT Murray
1
3
250
Waslangton
State basketball star in the
Ceara Masks
3
0
1.00)
early 1940's, won the prize Atlanta
1
887
2
given the player traveling the Chicago
1
867
Indiana
2
2
greatest distance to par- Clevelind
3
400
Milwaukee
ticipate in the tournament.
2
.333
In the long drive contest on Detmit
Olt
0
5
the 490-yard first hole, Tommy
Illdweet Mello
Sanders of Murray was the San Antonio
3
1
750
winner with a 285-yard tee Deriver
2
503
2
Ficuston
586
2
2
shot.
Utah
2
2
.50D
Closest to the pin from the Kansas City
3
40)
2
I
3
250
tee on the 125-yard 11th hole tAillun
Peen. °hides
,
was Rudell Parks, also of los Angeles
1 an
4
0
3
Murray. His shot stopped 7 Phoenix
0
low
1
BM
Goklen State
2
feet 7 inches from the hole.
San Diego
2
133
1
Rick Leeper of Benton won Potland
I
3
250
1
3
.250
the pre-play putting contest, Seattle
Fridley's Games
being the only participant to
Adanta 113, New York 101
hole the one-shot, 60-foot putt
New Jersey 114, Waal-wean 112
(10 103. Dell 91
on the club's putting green,
Chang° 911, (leveland 79
and the participation award,
Denver I39, San Disco 116
les Angell 116, Menu ICS
drawn from all the entry
Horton 102, Portland 99
cards, was won by Pat Lamb.
Halliday's Canes
This year's field of 176 was
Mawatiee at ileveland
Fkerton at Indiana
approximately 30 More than
Atlanta at Detroit
had ever participated in the
Washington at lialadeklua
Dam at San Areas,'
'
tournament f.6 -iVre
Seattle at Kenos Cite
ASsisting Garrett with it were
Nee Jere, at llrocaggo
.Dwain I McIntosh, 3. D: -Denver at Utah
Horton at Golden Slate
Rayburn. C. L. Eldridge, Norflusdna's Gems
man Lane and Mrs. Levicie
New Jerry at Mawaille
Golden
State
at Ice Aratslea
Zambella, a secretary in the
Phenol et Sin Diego
Information and Public SerMesulay's Gans
Seattle at Ifteh
vices Office,

NBA Standings
GB

is

14

1
1
2
2
4

1
1
Iii
2

in

24
3
3

Feline city 27, Gleason, Tem,
Glasgow 26. Barren Co 8
Harrodsburg 19. Anderson Co
Henderson Co 52. North Balai 6
Henry Co 14, Trimble Co0
Johnson Central 7, Estill Cot
LaRue Co 20, Gray son CO 0
Lawrence to 30, Fairness 20
Leshe Co 33,Cawood 23
Lewis Co 21, Morgan Co 20
Leo Henry Clay 16. Len Tales Creek 14
Lex l,alay ette 55,Oldham Co 6
Lone Oak la Waster COO
Madisonville 31. Owensboro Apollo 14
Marion Co 12, Jessamine Co 0
Marshall C.9, Hopkinsville 7
Mayfield 48, Trigg Co 8
Middlesboro 33, Bell Co0
Montgomery Co 12, Madison Central 6
Murray 21,Calloway Co 6
Nelson Co 12. North Hardin 7
Newport to. Erlanger Scott 6
Ohio Co 14. McLean Co 6
Owen Co 8. Richmond Madison 0
Owensboro 14, Daviess Co 7
Paris 21, Berea 7
Phelps 38, Burch, W Va.8
Pikeville 58, Elkhorn City 20
Prestonsburg 27, Knott Central S-.
Raceland 13, Nicholas Co 12
Refilled 21,Crittenden CO 20
Rowan ('0 42 Mason CoO

Russell Co 13, Boyle Co 12
Russellville 28,Ballard Memorial 29
Shelby Co 28. Franklin Cob
Taylor Co 23. Green Cob
Tomplunsville 32. Clinton Co 0
Warren East 30, Warren Central 12

Washington Co 24, Mercer Co 8
Wayne Co 2,Casey CR 0
West Hardin 18, East Hardin 6
Whaesburg 19, Hazard 6
Williamsburg 16, Knox Central 0
Wiggiford Co 21 Bourbon Co O.

Sports Transactions
FIATTBAII.
National Football league
NEW YORK GIANTS
Signed Jahn
Sinott, tackle. Activated Myron tarifa.
defensve tackle. Added lean Perry , running
back. Waived George Small. defensive
tackle
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS - Activated
Mike Thomas, rition,e back. Placed Russ
Wastungtcn. tackle, on tree allured reserve
SAN FRA.NCISCO 49ERS - Waived
Thomas Season, linebacker. Signed Ernie
Hodes,ailerons guard

WASHINGTON REDIXSINS - Named
Ted Fritsch special teau as coach
HCK1CFN
NaticualHorkey League
PHI1 WIPHLA FLYERS - Risealled
Tem Murray, defe111111=111. from Marie ci
Ste American Battey League. /fissagned
Paul Evans, enter. to Mane
(l)11.EGE
BENTLEY
Named Trim Flynn head
hockey coach
CAIIFORNIASAN DIEGO -- Nailed
John Block head basketball coach

Bowling
Standings
Magi,. Tri
Women's Bowling League
Oct. 14, 1980
W
Team
24
People's Bank .
18
Murray Insurance
18
Wilson Clean-Up
164
Thurman Furniture
14
Bank of Murray
12
Speedway Truckwash
114
Paradise
1
Dennison Hunt
-,......./..._
Fireball 5
Moose
---Ir
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Thurman Furniture
People's Bank
Murray Insurance
HIGH TEAM GAME(HC)
Thurman Furniture
People's Bank
Murray Insurance
HIGH TEX%SERIES(SC)
People's Bank
Murray Insurance
Thurman Furniture
HIGH TEAM SERIES(HC)
Thurman Furniture
Murray Insurance
People'n Bank
HIGH IND.GAME(SC)
Ethelene McCallon
Mary Harris
1,0,0 Smith
HIGH MD.GAME(HC ,
Mary Harris
Ethelene McCallon
Grace Jepson
HIGH IND.SERIE:itSC ,
Lois Smith
Ethelene McCallon
Pat Hesselrode
HIGH IND.SEIM i FIC ,
Mary Harris
•
Lois Smith . .
-.
Ethehme MeCallon .
'
'' '''''
HIGH AVE'''
1 eserfaruth
Marge Heiman
Pat flesselrode
Barbara Hendon
Sondra RIC!
Ethelene McCallon
Mary Harns
Carol.PPyle
Pet Wrhehester

I.
4
10
10
114
14
16
163,
19
19
20
867
829
801
1101
1032
1021
2323
2307
2304
3006
2967
2932
215
215
206
250
251
227
5%
539
536

FREE.
SOME EXPERT
ADVICE.
We have something to offer you that could mean several
dollars a month in savings on your utility bills Its called a horror
energy survey
We send an energy advisor to your home at your request He
does a thorough inspection and tells'yea things you c an do to
save energy - things like adding insulation caulking and
weatherstripping
There's absolutely no charge And you may be elrgible loran
• interest-free insulation loan Call or stop by our office to request
the su7vey

648
647
653
Mk-.I
4116
166
163
162
IM
150
. 147'
144

Murray Eledric System
401 Olive

753-5312
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Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow

Seasons, Hours, Requirements
DUCKS,COOTS AND MERGANSERS
SEASON: Nov. 26-Nov. 30 and Dec. 7-Jan. 20, 1981. Ballard
Wildlife Management Area, Dec. 8-Jan. 20, excluding Sundays and Christmas Day.
LIMITS: POINT SYSTEM: The daily bag limit is reached
when the point value of the last duck taken, added to the total
point values of the other ducks already taken during that day.
reaches or exceeds 100 points. The possession limit is the
maximum number of ducks of those species and sexes which
could have legally been taken in two days.
POINT VALUES: 100 Points — Canvasback; 70 points —
henmallard. black duck, wood duck, hooded merganser and
redhead; 10 points — pintail; blue-winged teal, cinnamon
teal, green-winged teal, gadwall, shoveler, scaup, widgeon
and mergansers (except hooded merganser); 25 points —
drake mallard and all other species of ducks not mentioned
above. Coots are assigned a point value of zero, but with a
daily limit of 15 and a possession limit of 30.
GEESE
SEASON: Nov. 12-Jan. 20, 1981. Ballard Wildlife Management Area, Dec. 8-Jan. 20, 1981, excluding Sundays and
Christmas Day.
LIMITS: 5 daily, with no more than 2 Canada geese and 2
white-fronted geese. Possession limit 10, with any combination of Canada, blue,snow or white-fronted geese which does
not include more than 4 Canada and 4 white-fronted geese.
SHOOTING BOLAS
One-half hour before sunrise until sunset prevailing time.
On the Ballard County WMA,one-half hour before sunrise until noon, prevailingtime.''
SHOT SIZE RESTRICTION
Shot used for waterfowl hunting must be no larger than BB.

LICENSE REQUIREMENTS
All persons age 16 or over must carry a current Federal
migratory bird hunting stamp (commonly called duck
stamp), validated by the hunter's signature written across
the face of the stamp in ink. Persons under 16 are not required to have a duck stamp. In addition, the hunter is subject to the usual requirements for possession of a valid Kentucky bunting license.
GOOSE HUNTER REGISTRATION
IN BALLARD ZONE
All goose hunters in the portion of Ballard County west of KY
358 and north and west of US 60 from LaCenter to Wickliffe
must complete a daily registration form (even if no geese
were taken). For complete details on this registration re,guirement, please write the Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 or the Ballard Co. WMA, Rt. 1,
LaCenter, Ky.42056.
LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA AND BARKLEY LAKE WMA: Waterfowl hunting is prohibited in certain bays and refuge sections, as
posted by signs.
SLOUGHS WMA: All hunting, fishing, boating and
trespassing is prohibited on the Sauerheber unit (Henderson
County)from October 15 through March 15. Only permanent
registered pits and blinds at least 100 yards apart may be used on the Grassy Pond-Powell's Lake Unit, except for hun.
ting from boats during flood conditions.
PERMANENT PITS AND BLINDS ON ,Barkley. Barren,
Bockhorn_ Green, Nolin and Rough River Lakes must be
registered with the 'U.S. Army Corps of Engineers at the
Resource Manager's office, located near the dam at each
lake.

MEMO OUTDOORS

By Wade Bourne

Thunder boomed an York tourism people. I'd signominous warning over the nor- ed aboard for a "traditional
thwest New York countryside, woodcock and grouse hunt."
and I started wondering about John Wilson was my tradia place to seek shelter. John tional woodcock and grouse
Wilson and I had hiked several hunter.
My only previous exhundred yards from his truck,
and now it appeared that a perience with woodcock and
fast approaching cloud would grousf had come via the pages
drench us before we could get of the major outdoor
magazines. -The sport had
back."
But while I was worrying always seemed exotic, even
about the storm, Wilson's Brit- mystic, and I'd mentally
tany spanniel Sam was in an lumped woodcock hunters
adjacent alder thicket worry- together with flyfishermen
ing about something else. I who dress in Abercrombie and
couldn't see the dog, but I Fitch woolens and recite
could hear the slowing tempo Wordsworth as they float dry
of the bell around its neck. flies on secret streams. They
"She's onto a bird," Wilson just weren't real; the sport excalled from .the other side of isted only in the mind.
But John Wilson changed
the thicket."Be ready to shoot
my perception of woodcock
if she puts it up."
I felt like a real Johnny Reb hunting. He's for real, all
in yankeeland. Here. I was, right, and my . aching • leg
marching into an imminent muscles later,that afternoon
rainstorm, hunting behind a reminded me of the fact.
Wilson is Region 6 director
female spaniel named Sam,
hoping to, catch sight of a of the New York State Departstrange bird with a long bill ment of Environmental Conand down it with a gun Ed seen servation. His office is in
Watertown, some 90 miles
some30 minutes before.
But I didn't have time to north of Syracuse, and his
ponder the situation. Sam's district includes some of the
John Wilson and his Brittany spaniel, Sam, team up
Green — Crappie fair to
bell stopped dinging. Suddenly most beautiful hunting and
banks and slow on north fork
frequently to subtract from the New York woodcock
on artificial nightcrawlers off good' over submerged
a brown, funny looking object' fishing territory' anywhere.
population. The long-billed birds migrate from Canada to
points and banks;--e'ear, fall- treetops; clear,falling slowly, came darting out of the brush. Forget your image of New.
the Gulf Coast, flying at night and spending the days in
and it leveled off at right York as a crowded, polluted
ing.20 feet below pool and 67. 3feet below pool and 77.
thick lowland areas,
angles across a Clear field. I state. The upstate area is fill(Pboto by Wode Bourne)
Nolin — Black bass fair on
Laurel — Bluegill good off
brought the gun to my -ed with opportunities' for
banks; clear,falling slowly, 18 artificial nightcrawlers and shoulder, imagined the bird quality outdoor enjoyment,
feet below pool and 65.
crank baits Off deep banks; in was a quail and squeezed. The woodcock .hunting being a dog coursed through the mid- right and Sam in the middle.
•
coddenly John cried,"Bird!".
dle,
tailwaters trout fair; clear to bird went down a shower of parL '
"We start hunting woodcock
Grayson — Crappie fair murky, falling, 2'2 feet below feathers,
Sam bounded
The first bird had been a and he.followed this up with a
over submerged cover; black' pool and 70.
out of the bushes to make a Sept'. 20," Wilson said, "but deceptively easy target.. When quick shot. Mark up score
the hest hunting comes in the Sam. brought the bird back to number two.
bass slow on artificial
ckanretrieve.
Cave Run.— Musky fair on
nighcrawlers off banks; in
The third woodcock flushed
I was in New York to cover. middle of October when the John, I made a close intailwaters trout good; clear, buzz baits it timbered coves; the Bass Masters Classic leaves fall off the trees." spection. I'd seen a few wood- in front of the dog as we
falling slowly, 2,2 feet below clear, falling slowly, 2'2 feet fishing tournament. There Wilson said that woodcock are cock in the backs of Kentucky tramped an old trail. Too far, I
below pool and 64.
pool and 70.
were more writers than con: migratory birds, traveling an- Lake bays, but they were thought, bill John raised and
testants, so we media nually-from Ontario and New fleeting glimpses. This bird fired in a flash. The bird flutmembers took turn about York to the'Gulf Coast. The was larger than a quail, tered down- as Sam pursued.
riding in the boats with the birds fly and feed at night, and covered with rich brown I'd heard these woodcock
pros. Days that, weren't oc- during the day they 'roost in feathers., and it had a--—hunters were good shots, and-introduced HR-4310. A compa-- -cupied-with fishing were filled lowland thickets. Our hunting characteristic long, —slender--now I was -learning it -first- —
years 1981, 1982 and 1983.
hand.
The U. S. Coast Guard will nion bill was introduced in the with some alternate type ac- strategy was to walk up the bill.
The morning was filled with
"Woodcock feed on earadminister the fund and is Senate by Sen. Thomas • tivity supplied by the New sides of such thickets whilethe
thworms," Wilson told me, action. Every thicket seemed
authorized to retain $2.25 Eagleton(D-M0.
The twin bills were strongly
"and they use the peculiar bill to hold a woodcock. We didn't
million 4E750,000 per year) to
to probe down in soft ground to have long to hunt, but we inchfinance federal boating im- supported by NMMA and the
. find the worms. The birds can ed closer and closer to our
provement projects and to National Boating Federation,
FRIDAY,OCT.24
hear worms below the sur- limit of five birds each.
cover administrative costs. an alliance of national, state
. Ghosties.and Ghoulies and Things That Go Bump In the
John's dog was a real pro.
face, and when they locate
The remaining $57.75 million and local organizations
Night — Halloween fun in the planetarium. People of all ages
one, they'll bore down into the Sam was six years old and had
will be available to the states representing some 1.5 million
will enjoy the mysterious surprises at the Golden Pond mud to pull it out." Wilson countless days of in-field exon a 50/50 matching basis "for boat owners. The National
Visitors Center Theater. 8 p.m. Contact Program Coor- showed me several clusters of perience. She pointed several
the development and im- Association of State Boating
dinator or Golden gond Visitors Center.
small- holes where woodcock birds. Others 'flushed wild.
plementation ofboating safety Law Administrators also
•
SATURDAY,OCT.25
played 'a leading role in suphad fed. "A good way to scout John could tell by the sound of
and facilities programs."
State
Murray
by
Footraces
—
cosponsored
Races
Road
port of the legislation. "
an area for birds is to check the bell when she whetted
"With the states matching
10LBL.
and
Marathoners,
Murray
Club,
.Outdoor
Recreation
Biaggi described his bill as
the low muddy spots for Wood- game,and he warned me to be _
the fund dollar for dollar,this.
K - rile* at 8:15 a.m. Half-Marathon at 9:30 a.m. 1-mile Fun
revolution,'
'a boating
'ready if -dbird -popped up out
cock probings," he Said.
means some $118.5 million can
For
Point.
further
Run at 10 a.m. Alltvents start at Empire
predicted on the- theme that
Fascination with the bird of the alders.
be invested over the next three
information contact Program Coordinator.
boating taxes • henceforth
At the_end of our round we
had diverted my attention
years in much-needed proWildlie Gourmet — A demonstration ofskinning,'butcher- from the approaching storm - had four woodcock apiece,and
should be devoted to projects that will make boating
ing,and cooking the hai-vest and even a fewsamples of game
moting an orderly growth of
momentarily. Suddenly we we'd both missed birds that
and fishing safer,more conVefoods to taste. Noon to 4 p.m.,Center Station.
-recreational boating with atourselves standing in a would have made our limits":
found
enjoyable,".
more
and
nient
HuSking Bee — For an evening of corn husking, old-time
tendant reductions in boating
We pulled up our rain ,John Wilson was the perfect
shower.
Stone pointed out. "And it
music, and family fun, contact Program Coordinator.
.
accidtints.__ •
hoods and waited as the cloud host, and I learned from him
means the states can now
The
p.m.,
7
100
Homeplace-1850.
to
Limited
participants.
since
"For the first time
that the South doesn't have a
skirted us to the east.
devote a larger share of their
SUNDAY,OCT. 26
federal marine fuel _taxes
We went to another thicket, monoply on good hunting or
income friiin fishing license were levied," he noted, "this
The Balance of Nature — Learn more about the basics of
me on the left, John on the hospitality.
fees and Dingell-Johnson measure will return' to the
wildlife population dynamics, predator-prey relationships,
grants to improving sport boatman his proportionate
food chairns,, and the effects of wildlife management pracfishing for our nation's 60
tices in maintaining nature's delicate balance. 2 p.m., Center
share, of those taxes rather
million anglers."
Station.
than seeing them used to supWhat About the Songbirds? — Wise wildlife management
The effort to earmark port such non-boating acbenefits both game and nongame animals. Join us for an exfederal motorboat fuel taxes tivities as highway developplanation to these questions during a 30-minute slide profor boating projects was laun- ment, mass transit, parkland
gram and discussion. 3:30 p.m.. Center Station.
ched earlier this year by Rep. acquisitions and airport and
Mario Biaggi(D-NY) when he airway improvements."
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Lake-By-Lake Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Some outstanding fishing for
trout is occurring in tailwaters
as main lake temperatures
stabilize in the upper 60s. Here
is. the rundown of Kentucky
lakes:
Herrington — Black. bass
good on 'crank' baits around
-visible cover; crappie fair to
good on minnows and jigs
around stickups and submerged cover; white bass fair to
good trolling deep runners
over old river channel on upper lake; clear to murky,falling,6 feet below summer pool
and 69.
Cumberland — 'Black and
white bass, rockfish and
walleye _good on—lav-er
trolling medium and deep runners in upper creeks and off
main lake points; Crappie fair
to good on minnows around
stickups near heads of
tributaries On upper lake and
drifting minnows over old
creek channels on lower lake;
black bass fair on upper lake
on artificial nightcrawlers and
crank baits and buzz baits early off points -and irr inlets and
bays; in tailwaters trout excellent; clear, stable, 41 feet
below timberline and 67..
Barren — White bass good
trolling medium runners over
flats; black bass fair but small
on crank baits at backs of inlets and bays and off shallow
banks with stumps: crappie
slow over submerged cover,
clear to murky falling, 3 feet
below pool and 68.
Bockhorn — Crappie good
around. stickups; black bass
fair on surface 'lures and
crank baits over weedbeds; in
tailwaters trout good; clear,
falling, 3 feet below pool and
67.
Kentucky — Crappie fair to
good over submerged cover;
black bass fair to good on spinner baits and crank baits off

rocky points and in inlets and
bays; in tailwaters catfish
fair, sauger slow; clear,
stable, 4 feet below pool and
68.
Barkley — Crappie fair over
submerged cover and
dropoffs; in tailwaters catfish
and crappie fair; clear.
stable, 4 feet below pool and
67.
Rough River — Crappie fair
on south fork over submerged
stumps and tree tops; black
bass fair on south fork on
crank baits and buzz baits off

kd

-in

Victory For Boat Owners
new law establishing a $60
million federal fund for
recreational boating improvement projects represents "the ,
most significant victory for
boat owners and sport
fishermen in more than a
decade," according to Ron
Stone, Government Relations
director of the National
Manufacturers
Marine
Association ( NMMA(.
"At long last, this new fund
insures that boat'owners will
receive more direct benefits
from the millions of dollars
they pay annually in federal
and state motorboat fuel taxes, state registration fees,
etc." Stone commented."Best
of all, this is being accomplished without adding a
single penny to our already
heavy tax burden."
The fund was signed into
law this week by President
Carter. It authorizes the
establishment of a categorical
fund in the U. S. Treasury entitled the "Recreational
Boating Safety and Facilities
Improvement Fund." Under
the new law, 620 million per
year will be transferred from
motorboat fuel tax collections
to the new fund during fiscal
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Al's
SIDING
Hone Improvement
Hoe
Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors -

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky,

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms
"We cover not only 'siding - but windows, door casings S.
overhangs."
Rt. 5 Box 2059

Hwy.641 North
Sit

4
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•
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BUCKS
BODY SHOP

It's the sale you ye beer
waiting tor, We've cut the
Pr,cit5 On Out Eyinrude majors
now in stock Stop in now and SAVE '

Anything Less Is Just A Car •

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc.
641 South
753-1372
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FISH MARKET
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Scout 4x4

900 Sycamore
753-5142

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

New Ownership
S 12th ST.
759-1208
Formerly Watson's Fish Market
96
Tues Sat

96
Tues Sat
Fresh or Frozen

Wholesale or Retail

Price

Catfish

$179
• le
5169

lms

Fiddlers

Sportsman's Marina
Route 5• Highway 68
At Jonathon Creek
Bentor'i Ky. 42025
502 354-6568

....
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The Duck Call
By Charlie McKenney

Good Old Boys it Good Old Days

team up
woodcock
Canada to
the days in
3,

Wade Bourne)

in the middle.
Tied,"Bird!".
this up with a
ark up score

idcock flushed
e dog as we
trail. Too far, I
,hri raised and
The bird flutSam pursued.
!se woodcock
ood shots, and
irning it first

was filled with
hicket seemed
.ock. We didn't
it, but we inchcloser to our
Is each.
.as a real pro.
ars old and had
of in-field exiointed several
'flushed wild.
by the sound of
she smelled
arned me to be
popped up.dut

! our round we
ock apiece,and
sed birds that
ade our limits.
.as the perfect
rned from him
doesn't have a
aod hunting or

I promised in last week's ar- appointed 1st District Wildlife Tenn. Louis is on the State Chapter gives a sponsor but I
ticle to tell you about the Commissioner by Gov. Brown Board of Directors for Ducks know that a special decal, a
bronze pin and .a monthly
special. guest attending this will attend, I hope we can Unlimited.
Good old boys and the good on this trip. This was big time. it was a ditch with
year's D.U. Banquet, so here make him feel welcome.
Well, thats the guest list. I duck-a-logial report is sent to
a dam built romied up in those patchwork
No more of that kid stuff on it on the
old days. It all came back like
Vernon Anderson the first think its a very impressive them. The local chapter is prothey are.
quilts and army wool blankets
Southerd farm.
a flash last weekend sitting with pup tents. We had us a
Probaby the most widely district Waterfowl Biologist group of men. I hope yow will viding a dream weekend goose
The hunt was excellent. I every now and then we would
around the fire in the late, late real camper. this.tinie out. A think
we bagged a blue jay be real quite and just listen. known person is Mike with the Ky. Dept. of Fish and enjoy meeting them and hunting in Ballard County.
hours, watching the pig roast one ton Chevrolet cattle truck and one mud
McLemore, three time World Wildlife Resources- will be at- listening to the words of This trip includes two days
turtle. And then The night was alive! Good
and hearing the kids over in tbat we had scrubbed on all it was time for
Champion Duck Caller (last tending. Remember his name wisdom as they speak briefly and one night. This will be a
supper. The hot thing we had the tarp
morning
to get the you know dogs
the.
,tent set in telling those
week's article said five time because duck hunters in this at the banquet.
completely guided trip, the onwere pretty fair. The overhead to keep a python
what off the sides. Stuck in the
ghost stories and such.
world champion I just got car- area should be hearing a lot
I hope you have already ly thing not furnished will be
baked
beans
were from crawling right in. We
Way back in the days of Fer- bunk beds that came from memorable! With one whole somehow got to sleep after
ried away). Mike also makes about Mr. Anderson and his made plans to attend the ban- what you eat, drink, and shoot.
dinand I. For those of you not what used to be Murray State bottle of Tobasco
- and sells his own calls and will ideas in the years to come.
quet Nov. 15th at the Jaycee This will be a two day hunt at
in the pan, midnight.
up on your history, Ferdinand death row that stood in front of we drained
Vernon is a great supporter Center. Some great door one of the best hunting clubs in
I am sure give a
little Brown was one of the
all the canteens,
I was a 1947 Willys Jeep, the old football stadium, in and
of
Ducks
demonstration
at
the
Unlimited
and is prizes are being donated again Ballard County.
banquet
half the creek trying, to two Brown Swiss milk cows in
bought well used, first by Paul under what was a parking lot, put out the fire. The mos- the dairy herd: She weighed
of his duck calling abilities.
helping with ticket sales to the this year: About 50-75 persons
I'll give more details on the
Blalock, and then by an encle, and is now about to be the new quitoes were
Harold Knight from Cadiz is D.U. Banquet this year. I attending the banquet should sponsor program in next
a bit bad, most of about twelve hundred pounds.
Lee Redden.) There were four student center. Tied a tar- them being up
in the foot and And she had . finished het currently the World Champion know that the Murray- go home with great door prize. week's article. The local
of us I think on that great cam- paulin over the top.
A couple of auction items chapter can only accept
over class measured by nights grazing and had set out Goose Caller. Many of you Calloway Co. Chapter of
pout, not yet forgotten. We had
Off we went into the wild wingspan. We fired off some of for the long walk back to the
know Harold and I am sure Ducks Unlimited wants to of- that you might be thinking seven sponsorships this year,
rounded up all the stuff — like blue yonder in the tradition of those stale Picayune cigaret- dairy barn to be milked that
you would want to here him fer , their support and man- about are the handmade hun- so if you have a real interest in
machetes, genuine U.S. Army John Wayne and Gary Cooper tes to cap off that excellent morning. The path came right call geese on that tube call he power in anyway that might ting knife by John 13ugden
and becoming a sponsor this first
surplus with made in Japan — right up there in the great meal around
makes.
help Vernon. I am sure other the Browning A5 Vent rib. 32" year give Tom Rushing or
the campfire and across the dam...And it was
stamped on the blades, official white hunter tradition. The got rid of most
sportsmen
David
in
Hale
also
from
other
Cadiz
clubs
and
full choke shotgun that will be Gene Starks a call and they
of the mos- fairly narrow so she didn't
Bey Scoot cooking kits, three first job was to set up base quitoes. They
and a side kick of Harold organization will offer their sold to the highest bidder.
will be glad to give you all the
don't bite people much want to try to turn
army canteens that didn't leak camp. And then we'd take old who have turned
help
Knights
in
promoting
will -also attend,
the wateraround. Therefore she stepped
I want to mention something details about this program.
green.
and one that did, a box of Ban- Ferdinand in search of wild
David is an excellent goose fowl, fish and all other wildlife that the local thapter is trying
Don't forget to buy your
Sack time. Those thirty inch right up into the back end of
daicis, two hunting knives, one game. The jungle at that time bunks with lumpy mattresses the truck which was parked
caller and one • of the best in the firsrdistrict.
to get started for the first ticket before Nov. 15th. We are
hatchet, an army trenching is now part of the Country and wire springs were
John Kruzan and Louis Igert time. Its called a sponsor pro- anticipating a sell out at this
turkey callers in the world.
first blocking her path.
spade, two bottles of matches Club golf course. The problem class. We started telling
Sol Fritz who was recently will
represent Ducks gram. It provides special year's banquet. Some of the
Yeti ever woke up from a
dipped in fingernail polish to with this newly rigged up con- stories. You remember how it dream about a creature just
Unlimited at the banquet. benefits,for a few special peo- auction items will be on
waterproof them, a couple of dominium on wheels was get- was. Everyone seemed to get about to get you, and stared
John is from the National ple that want to become D.U. display soon, I hope.
Daisy Acquires
singleshot .22 cal rifles, a half ting inside. le was over three a little worse. Those were the eyeball to. eyeball at the
Headquarters and is the D. U. sponsors. I am not sure of all
May all your hunting be safe
full pack of Picayune cigaret- feet from the ground up to days of the blob and Sputnik creature? Even • the Watusi
representative for Ky. and the benefits that the National and enjoyable.
Smith & Wesson
tes, and some groceries. Chad floor level. That was easily had just happened and space never used a -yell like those
Airguns
Turnbow was along,, and I solved. We just backed it up to creatures were everywhere. which poured out of that
think Gary Lynn Hargis, and a handy bank, right on the And real frogs were croaking truck! Pandemonium broke
maybe Marvin Weatherford bank of the "river." Actually within twenty feet of us. Bur- lose! You take four near great
ROGERS, ARK. — Daisy
white hunters and one Manufacturing Company,
medium size Brown Swiss Rogers, Arkansas, world's
Creature trying to go thru the largest maker of non-powder
center tail gate pf a cattle guns and ammo, and Smith &
bay Martini
truck'you have a crowd! Even Wesson,
Springfield,
Tarzan of the Apes would have Massachusetts, have agreed
COEIMINEW"',..,=FulterataitS
torn loose a grapevine. We in principle for the purchase
Have you noticed the splen- in front of it, because it will, I
Would have run further but we by Daisy of the air and CO2
I remornber in years past,
did brush piles, placed in the am saying that I believe a the week of
kept bouncing off those barbed guns now being manufactured
the world series
bays last year, by thejolks at shad color is the best because was the best
wire fences around the field. by Smith & Wesson according
time to fish.
the LBL and the Kentucky of the feeding stage the bass
And that wtils a pretty good siz- to a joint announcement made
Sam Rogers and Mason
Dept. of Fish & Wildlife?
are entering into.
Thomas have been into some
ed field.
by James L. Oberg, President
Of course, most of them are
Many good flats and points good crappie fishing again acCourage rose along with of Smith & Wesson, and
high & dry now, but while the are holding some nice Ken- cording to the photos I saw at
daylight. The beast was gone Richard I. Daniel, President
water was around them, so tucky's during the day so don't the Murray Bait Company last
but it was no dream. It left of Daisy. Included in the pur, were some fish. I hope they pass them up. Many times you week.
signs. You -could even smell chase will be all tools, parts
can place some more "in can find a real bonanza on
them.
Stop by and say hi to Fred
and inventory of the Smith &
deeper water" this fall. It these small unnoticeable and Martha Gardner and
HAPPY FOURWHEELING
Wesson Model 79G .177-cal.
would really be a boost to most places. I try to watch for a maybe you can catch Sam or
and Model 78G .22-cal. CO2
k bays that are barren of the
sign if baitfish activity before Mason there to get a few tips
pellet pistols. Negotiations for
. original cover!
making any attempt to cast. on crappie fishing. These folks
this transaction were handled
by Douglas E. Runnels, Daisy
For the past two weeks most The best method for me has really know how it'Sdone.
The stripes and sauger
Vice President in charge of acof the bass taken, came from been to either drift in or use
quisitions. The purchase price
or near brush piles, tree tops my trolling motor on very low haven't done much yet this fall
was not disclosed.
and stumps. Crankbaits, spin- speed,fan cast the outer edges because of the falling water
ver..../tio
c
rlt,
mo
Also included are the Smith
nerbaits, plastic worms and in a tight pattern, and then level and the wind (I hope), so
work
the
more
shallow
areas if we can get a few calm days
& Wesson Model 80 CO2 BB ritopwater lures have worked
fle and the Model 77A .22-cal.
on black bass and should con- if I didn't find them on the out- where a school of minnows
side edges.
-QES"
-Le_41 411tapi.
:
can be pushed around, let it
pneumatic rifle. In addition to
tinue to do so.
The wind has been a pain in happen!
the airguns, Daisy will also acThe colors still vary some the neck for the past week, so
The shoreline timber is
quire the .177 and .22-cal. WHEN YOU SET OUT TO SAVE
but I think the shad/black
DUCKS,
maybe we are due for a good brilliant and color bound now
pellet producing equipment.
YOU SAVE A LOT OF LIVING THINGS
back is the best producer to
weekend. You know the kind I after the frost has done its
According to Mr. Oberg of
throw.
mean, just a slight ripple on work, so get out and enjoy it
Smith & Wesson, Smith & ALONG THE WAY.
I am not saying that a bass the surface and lots of hungry
Our name only Mentions ducks, 11w the marshwhile you still can!
Wesson is "divesting itself of
where United States Fedtral hinds don't reach.
won't hit anything that moves fish chasing your lures all day.
Happy Fishing!
non-powder guns because they lands that we protect and restore are homes and
And where 70'; of North America's waterfowl
breeding grounds kn. over 300wildlite species - ter
,
are
hatched.
did not fit into the Smith & many birds, hsh. and mammals
on the Endingered
Today. the impact of people and pollution makes
Wesson firearms marketing Species List
our work more vital than ever We're literally racing
Ducks 1..nlirimed has preserved over 26 million
and distribution pattern."
against time to provide perpetual habitats for North
acres ot habitat - more than Any other pri,Ate
"We are pleased," said organization.
AMCI4,441Wikilik. Please help Ducks Unlrmited.
WIldthe
We
Most of out work is donein Canada.
need your dollars
to help a lot more thin ducks .
Daisy
President
Richard
I.
RANGE
Daniel, "to acquire these fine
1 TO 3
DUCKS
airguns. Smith St Wesson has
Murray-Calloway Co.
long been known for its
UNLIMITED
MILES
outstanding quality and perDucks Unlimited Banquet
We need
formance and we are proud to
11111111
your help.
Nov.
15,
1980Jaycee
Center
6
p.m.
have these attractive addiKnow the range of your gun
Remember even a 22 hmlfre
tions to the Daisy Power
Now.
70 can travel over 1 mile
Line."

fishing line

GIN SAFETY...
IT'S UP TO YOU!
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

96
Tues. Sat

r Retail

$179
...I to
$ 61
... I to

..5

NI NOUS

1101;Ls

Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Hw.641 South

T

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

I

502 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

t
•
NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires 14 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N 4th
753-6779

Murray Bait Co.
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 EastMurray, Ky. 42071

Phone
502-153-5693

Open 7 Days A Week
8O.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy.641 So.

-

IT COPY AVAILABLE

OUTBOARDS

Darnell Marine Sales
Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071
Highway 94 East
NEW OWNER: Gary Orwell
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

Big Mac's Discount

Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait

&Johnson

,-ssir4
r.:

Phone 753-8322

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON NIcCLURE

GRAYSON NIcCLURE

Fast oar of Arlurr::y for 2 r11,1es 'urn riiht on 280ao
ollow 280 for 7 mats pail Donner s Grocery Take
block tOp nb Panororocrood follow blacktop 10 your right
1,,ke 04

Telephone 502-436-5483

Sporting
Goods
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Jackson Given Cross Of Honour
May f reld Commandery,
,
He was elected to member.
Knight Templar,In 1979
ship in Kentucky. Priory and

Charles Bradford Jackson
of Route I. Box 211, Hazel has
been awarded the designation
of Knight of the York Cross of
Honour, it was reported today.
This honorary degree, highest
in the York Rite of
Freemasonry,is conferred only on those who have held the
highest office in each of the
four bodies of the rite. Jackson
becomes one of the comparative handful of about 400
of the over four and a quarter
million Freemasons in North
America, the Philhpmes and
Australia to qualify this year.
Membership is by invitation
only.

Edna Knight Associated
With Reagan-Bush Drive
Edna Knight is now
associated with the Ronald
Reagan-George Bush National
Headquarters in Arlington,
Va., where she is assistant to
Jean Bergaust, Director of the
Senior Citizens Division.
Mrs. Knight has been very
active in Kentucky political
campaigns and is recognized
locally for her effort in several
community and civic activities, inctading the Murray
Woman's Club.
When in Murray, she works
as a Realtor, having held
several offices in both the
Murray-Calloway County and
the Kentucky State Realtor's
Associations. She is listed in

Jackson served as Master of
Murray . Lodge of Masons in
1969: High Priest of Murray
Chapter, Royal Arch Masons
in 1973; Master of Murray
Council, Royal and Select
Master in 1974; Conunander of

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Exist
4 Jogs
9 Mature
17Scottish nver
13 Contradict
14 Witnessed
15 Scatter
17 Cuddle
19 Lemon
20 Eagle's nest
21 Irritates
-23 New
24 Mistake
27-Knight
28 Above
29 Grafted. Her'
aldry
31 Tantalum
symbol
32 European
country
34 Tellurium

symboi
35 Goals
37 Mature
313 Pallet
39 Stirs up
41 Latin conjunction
42 Planet
4.3 Man's name
45 Chicken
46 Passed by
- 48 Thither's
mate
51 Mineral
52 Title of ,
respect
54 DOE
55 Salor
56 Reek
57 Gott mound

2 Corded cloth
3 Weirder
4 Snare
5 Crimson
6 Sibenan river
7 Melody
8 Cubic meter
9 Abaft
10 Four qts
11 Female

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

UU UMUU UU
COMM MUD
OEM UUUU
LEND DEUMUO
EMU MUD B
DU MUGU GU
U MUD CUM
MOUE= CUD
000U MIEU
MUD MUD=
ED DEEM EU

sheep
16 Pnnt
meffiures
18 Fathered
20 Studio
21 Showy flower
22 Musical
in_strument
23 Declare
25 Aquahc
marrrna
26 Tall grasses
28 Conjunction
29 Enthralled
32 Keys
1

2

11 1 M IL AIL E1011111" Y
33 Compass pt
36 Ladle
38 Highwayman
40 Stalks
42 Males
44 Kind of
cheese
4

3

5

6

7

r

4

8

MI
24

23

21 22

31

13

32

loll

38

UUU
43

42

41

40

25 24

as

44

es

47

UUU

UU 49

51

52

S3

54

SS

seUUUU

57

50

DOWN
1 Pad

notices

LiOU SHOULD SIT ON
TELEPHONE WIRES
LIKE OTMER

1.14aTitotice

3. Card of Thanks

9. Situation Wanted

As of October 16. 1980, I.
George L Hasty, will no longer
be responsible tor any debts
other than
own

The famlly of Effie Byers wish
to express our appreciation for
the kindnesses shown us during the illness and death of our
lowed one
A special thanks to DI.
Howard and the nurses at the
convalescent division of the
hospital Reverend Burpoe, the
singers, the song leader, and
the orgainist from Grace Baptist Church. the pallbearers.
1H. Churchill Funeral Home
and all our friends and
neighbors for food, flowers,
prayers, and the memorials
We shall long remember
everyone's kindness during our
time of sorrow.
The Byers Family.

Ladies I can throughly clean
your house for a fixed rate,
either weekly or every other
week while you have time tot
more enjoyable pursuits Have
excellent references Call Linda, 1533802
Two women would like to clean
houses 753 8687 from 8-5

HAPPY
"10TH"
BIRTHDAY
Joe Mork
Robertson

2. Notice

THEY'RE
INTO
SOMETHING
GREAT,

Mond tinting one oil done with
distiectionett

CARTER STUDIO
•

Dr. Joe Panne! To
Be Speaker At
First Methodist

Rev. R. J. Burpoe
To Speak At Services
At Grace Baptist

34

37

36

15

Private Thomas 0. Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Jones of Murray, recently
completed advanced individual training at the U.S.
Army Infantry School, Fort
Henning,Ga.
During the course, students
received training which
qualified them as lightweapons infantrymen and as
indirect fire crewmen in a rifle or mortar squad.
Instruction included
weapons qualifications, squad
tactics, patrolling, landmine
warfare, field communications and combat operations.

Rev. Larry Nichols
Will Speak At
Memorial Baptist

•

21

2s

27

Pvt. Thomas Jones
Completes Training
At Ft. Benning

Dr. Joe Pannel Jr. will be
the guest speaker at the First
United Methodist Church on
Sunday. His sermon topic will
be "The Renewed Heart."
Mrs. Margaret Boone will
sings solo,"Consecration," at
the 8:45 a.m. service. At 10:50
a.m.,the Carol Choir will sing
"We Are The Church," and
the Chapel Choir will sing
"Jubilate." The anthem at
10:50 will be "Alas, and Did
My Savior Bleed."
Paul Shahan will direct the
music with Mrs. Bea Farrell
The Rev. Larry Nichols will as organist.
speak at the morning service
at the Memorial Baptist Church.
The Rev. Nichols, who was
ordained at Memorial in 1971,
was a student at Murray State
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
University from 1967-1971. He
will speak at the 10:50 a.m. pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church, will speak at the morservice.
Sunday School will begin at ning worship service at 10:45
9.40 a.m. with church training a.m, and the evening worship
service at 6:30 p.m. at the
at6 p.m.
The Rev. Jerrell White, church.
Leland Peeler will direct the
pastor of the church, will
deliver the message at the 7 music with Dwahe Jones as
p m service. The topic will be organist and Terry Downey as
pianist.
"Fruit of the Spirit."

19
"

American

Dr. Farouk Umar, Professor of Political Science and
Legal Studies at Murray State
University will be the guest
speaker this week at the
United Campus Ministry Luncheon on Wednesday, October
22. Umar will speak on the
subject, "Middle East Campaign Rhetoric."
Campus
United
The
Ministry Luncheons are held
every Wednesday at 12:30
p.m. in the, Ordway Conference Room at MSU. The
cost of the meal is $1.50.
Faculty, students, and other
interested persons are encouraged to attend the informal luncheon.
For more information call,
753-3531.

18

17

01

Dr. Farouk Umar
To Be Speaker At
UCM Luncheon

14

16

Who

Women."
She was married to the late
Newell Sam Knight. Their
children are Sammy, of
Washington, D.C.; Jerry of Indianapolis, Ind.; and Donna of
Provo, Utah. She is the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Urban G. Starks. her
brother. Roy Starks and
sister, Mrs. Howard Koenen
are also of Murray.

45 Residence
46 Land parcel
•47 Macaw
48 Tibetan ox
49 Piece out
50 Female ruff
53 Suffice'

13

12
15

THEY.

A P yilTIoOP

s

tus election confirmed by Convent General of the Order on
October 10. A certificate of
membership has been mailed
to him.
Three are sixty-eight
Priorities of the Order with a
present membership of 11,000.

MOH Ir5 ONE OF
THOSE NINES THAT TAKES
A WHILE TO LEARN.,_/"

THE NAVY.
In

RAW.ITS NOT JUST A JOB.
ITS AN ADVENTURE.
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News. Society and
Sports 753-1 918. Retail
Display advertising
753.1 9 1 9. Classified
Display, Classified.
Circulation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-1 917.

Gallimore's
Restaurant

everyday'

$3.75
$3.25

Full Order
Short Order

I'LL TELL
HIM OFF

YOU WON'T
BOTHERED
ANYMORE

Served with French
fries, hushpuppies.
cole slaw, white
beans and tartar

BE

*

sauce.
Come on to Hazel, We
try to serve the best for
less.
492-4962

OSSOUniledionhor
Siwliudelm

WHAT ARE

SAME AS ALWAYS-

YOu DOING
TON
KILLER'?

i NG GIRLS

.“1-141.15 IT WAS, THUS
IT v:70..L ALWAYS BE"
T -4E NumERO LJNO
ACTIVITY!

'I DON'T UNDERsTANo
THE YOUNGER GENERATION

rU(.0f
liar ti-f

WHAT GOEs INTO

ONE IS"PAY NOW,"
(ONE IS-PAY LATER-AND
-/ ONE IS 'PAY ONLY"

'PAY ONLY"?

aiLL5

1/ THOSE ARE
(
PAY ONLY
(IFYOU DON'T

I

_
Farmers' Want to reduce your
overhead' M.F.A. Insurance
can save you money with their
comprehensive
farmers
package policy. See or call
Johnny Williams, your M.F.A
agent, 753-0445

NOTICE
Effective
immediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two(2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

CO-

ME AND LIVE WITH
US. We
homes

also
for

have
rent.

_753- 3280.

of business, due to
Illness. .Reduced prices on all
items! Concrete, pottery,
depression glass. alt kinds of
glasswafe and odd junk, Six
good showcases for sale, $200.
Willie's Antiques, just off 121
on 280, la of a mile.
Going out

OKAY, MISTER. YOU
WIN. WE'RE AFRAID
TO PACE A NATIVE
JURY FOR THAT
TIGER DEAL.

'

IT'S SIMPLE. ADMIT
WHAT YOU DIP.,
WOUNDED' A TIGER.
PAY `AftUR
AND TAKE OFF,

inn
GET
HIM'

Cluotroo

en

ITS A
FACT

GET HIS
GUNS.'

Free gift wrapping
specinhy at.

IS

A

Starks
Hardware
12th & Poplar

753-1227
SIIII4-1-00.w

CON T

753 829$

INVITATION
TO BID
FURNITURE FOR
CALLO WAY COUNTY
NIGH SCHOOL
The Calloway County
Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for
the
furniture for
Calloway County High
School until 130 p.m.
October 30, 1980, at
which time they will be
opened.
Specifications wdl be
on file in the Calloway
of
Board
County
Office
Education
Building, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may
obtain the necessary
forms there.
The Board reserves
the right to reject any
or all 'bids and waive
any irregularities in bidding.

6. Help Wanted
COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINEES
Work with modern equipment.
17-34, H.S. grad. Call Mon-Wed
8am-1 lam 1-800-238-5581 _
Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes Free
details, Reply- "Homemakers512S", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Experienced body man. Apply
in person. 810 Sycamore
TECHNICAL TRAINING
PROGRAMS
We train, pay salary for 17-34
high school grads Call Mon
Wed 8am-1 lam 1-800-2385581
Full time day and night help
needed. Counter and cook pas'.
'tons available Inquire in person at Burger Queen.-

t1
Gt±,

in Hazel
Catfish
Serving

I ASKED THAT BOY
NEXT DOOR TO STOP
PLAYING HIS DRUM,
BUT HE
WON'T
-\QU IT

304 Moin

a ca a•

Have your car, truck or van professionally cleaned and waxed
before winter Experienced
753-2668

3.-Card of Thanki
Mr & Mrs. Alex Pall wish to
express their sincere thanks
and appreciation to friends and
neighbors during the loss of
their son loitio passed away in
Akron, Ohio. Special thanks to
Brother Bill Whittaker and
members of the First .Baptist
Church in Murray.
Mr.&Mrs, Also Pall
CARD CLASS I. A * sincere
thank you to . this fine community for the touching
response of caring love expressed after our son's accident
with a dog a few weeks ago.
lwain has felt the effect of
your prayers and concern as
has our family, twain returned
from Nashville after three days
in the hospital ano was back in
school after two weeks. After
additional surgery and time
passage, our doctors expect no
lasting evidence of the facial
injury.
Thanks to the wonderful people of Memorial Baptist Churc1 .
for prayers, love, and expressed
concern. For two weeks after
our return from Nashville we
hardly cooked a meal. lwain
thrived on the attention with
his shower of cards, gifts,
visits, phone calls and food.
Thanks to Memorial Deacons
for effectively leading both
Sunday services upon short
notice. Thanks to Bro. Terry
Sills and Bro. Mal Bailey for
bringing Sunday messages.
Thanks to Bro. Sills. Director
of Missions for Blood River
Baptist Association, for
enlisting prayer support from
the churches in our Association.
Thanks to all the churches
who had special prayer for
twain. In addition to First Baptist and Grace in Murray and
most all the Baptist Churches
of Blood River Association. a
special thariks to First
Methodist, Seventh & Poplar
Church or Christ. and First
Christian for prayers.
While we will not try to nani
all who have been of help to us
after this accident, we do want
to publicly thank these people
whom the Lord used as a blessing to us: Rob & Ann Lough,
1.T, & Darryel Lee, MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Emergency Room Personnel.
Dr Hal Houston, Hayden & Irma Rickman, Bill & Levicie
Lambella, Gayle Adams, Ralph
& Eva Bogard, Milton Gresham,
Coffield & Frances Vance.
Golden Circle Class, Ministers
Terry Sills, Max hiley, Bill
Whittaker, R.1 Burpoe, Counth
Health Department AdNein,
Jim
ministrator
Veterinarian Dr. Ellwood
Brown, Mike Holton of Holton
& Melugin Insurance Agency.
Continental Adjustor Dave Zimmer, the 152 people who sent
cards, the many who visited
lwain, the many who brought
food and gifts.
We are thankful for the op
portunity of living and worKing
in Murray and Calloway County
We are thankful for the many
joys of being a ithzen in Gad's.
Kingdom.
- God's btessings to everyone.
lerrell & Connie White
Jeremy, Jared, & lwain

Payroll Secretary. Must be proficient with calculator and
typewriter Send resume to
P O. Box 949.
MANAGEMENT
POSITION
National organization is
looking for the right
person to train for a top
management position.
starting
Excellent
salary.
Degree
required, preferably in
business or related
field. Must be willing to
relocate in Kentucky or
Tennessee.
Send
resume to P.O. Box
32W, Murray, Ky
42071.
Route man for city of Murray.
Send resume to P.0 Box 32 X.

93ilitation Wati4at will do babysitting in my
home Call 753-5871

I

Will watch child or
children in my home in
Panorama Shores area
between the hours of
6:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Call 436-25913.

Will

do

public

sewing

and

alterations. Reasonable

prices. 753-

0952.

Will do housecleaning
References offered. 436-2292.
Will babysit in my home, any
age children, any hours. Experienced with references.
753-6268.

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newer mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams, your
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.

13. For Sale or Trade
15'5 Foot Cobra Tunnel hull,
150 Johnson. Call 436-2918.

14. Want To Buy
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.

15. Articles For Sale
Antique parlor sf0Ve;,also'wood'
cook stove. Call 474-2774.
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall
- pipe, 6"x30", $29.99, 8"x30",
129.99; installation kit, 6",
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
and alterations. Also saddle
and harness repair, We make
leather clothing, chaps, vests,
tack, belts, purses, billfolds.
- and many other gift items. Call753,9736.
,Wheat straw for sale: also
seasoned-oak wood. 489-2630.

16. Home Furnishings
Chest type freezer, upright
freezer and restaurant equipment. Call 753-1934 or 7531861.
Commodes. white. A grade.
$43.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
For sale- 30 inch gas range and
dinette set. Will sacrifice. 7531537.
Gas range.' harvest gold, in real
good shape $100. Call 7537947.
Will do plumbing, heating.
painting, roofing, carpentry.
753-2211 or 759-1270.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Used Kirby vacuum cleaner,
like new, all attachments,
$125 Brand new Filter Queen
" vacuum cleaner. $395 Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521

POSITION OPEN
(Full Time)

Looking for individual with experience in appliance delivery and installation. Must have
some experience in electrical wiring and antenna repair and installation. Send reply to P.
0. Box 32V, Murray, KY 42071.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
The Murray Calloway County Transit Authority is
now accepting applications for the position of
Manager-Dispatcher, and two driving positions.
Applications for these positions may be picked up at
the City Clerk's Office in City Hall. All applications are
due by Wednesday, October 22, 1980 at 500 p.m. in
the City Clerk's Office. Previous applicants need not
reapply.
Any applications received after this time will not be
considered. The Murray Calloway County Transit
Authority is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

CLUSTER HANDICAP COORDINATOR
position available in Audubon Area
Head Start. Responsible for coordination of consultant services, resources, and training programs for nine
Head Start programs. Serve as liaison
with the Regional Office of the Administration of Youth, Children, and
Families, DHHS. Must be willing to
travel. Degree in Special Education
preferred, plus experience in coordinating handicap services. Salary
5900-51,135 per month, depending
upon experience and education.
Position available immediately. Send
resume to Audubon Area Head Start,
P.O. Box 967, Owensboro, KY 42301,
before October 22. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

1013 Payne St

•
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LIITLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
24. Miscellaneous
28. Mob. Home Rents
43. Real Estate
Real Estate
49. Used Cars
53. Services Offered
Firewood cut to order, $25 a
Used Singer sewing machine, rick, delivered
Call 436-2744 For rent Mobile home, near
1973
Mercury Capri 4-speed
zig tag. all regular at- after 5 pm
lake Call 753-6699.
Concrete on/ block
85,000 miles, 35 mpg, $61',
tachments, sews perfect, fully
work. Block garages.
436 5875
guaranteed, full cash price For sale 100 amp utility box, 12 a 60 Mobile Home for rent
basements, dny e ways,
$39 50 Call Martha Hopper, plus meter for mobile home. See Brandon Dill at Dill's
1971 Maverick, $150 Call 7E,
Trailer Court, Murray Drive In
walks, patios, steps
Call 753-0764.
354-6521
4001
z:3 753-1222
Theatre entrance
Fre• estionat•s. Charles
BOYD-MM IR
Grain fed beef. 1.40 per lb. per
Priced to selllf 1977' Buio, Barnett, 7534414.
Two bedroom trailers, corn
Equipment
REAL ESTATE
side Tommy Story. 498-8528
Regal. One owner 30.000
pletely
furnished,
753
condigood
8080
Disc blades and 3 point 20 Gallon Franchi, 26", rmmiles. extras See at Archway For ,,,;trior
ASSUME LOW
tion,
from
and exterior
$145
Call
753seeders See them before you proved cylinder with rib barrel
Highway 641 North
8
INTEREST LOAN
decorating, home repair and
8964.
buy! Vinson Tractor Co . 753- Call 435-4115
Large older home at
1974 Riven& one owner car. remodeling, call 153-0068
Two bedroom, 12x60, On large
4892
Call 753-2965
corner of 10th and 1
Homelite 360 chainsaw with
Have your driverday'S white rockPRICED
4400 John Deere Combine, 13 20" bar, one year old Call 753- private lot. 3 miles east of MurPoplar Streets. Ex1978 1-Bird Landau black with ed and graded before bad
ray.
No pets Call 753-6283
TO
SELL
ft flowing cutting bar. 261 0211.
cellent location close
red interior, all power, sun weather. Free estimates. Clifafter 5 pm.
Older home with all
hours. 231 x 26, rice and cane
to city schools, public
roof Call 489-2797 after 6 pm ford Garrison. 753-5429.
the
extras
tires Price $24.500, Call 753- Overhead garage door, wooden, 12x60 Two bedroom, 2 bath
sun
porch,
library, and hospital.
16 x 7 foot, 4 section, 10 win- trailer. $50
5070-Sid- rfiCU
Heating. Refrigeration. Air Conbreakfast room, base3966 or 753-1389
deposit. $130 per
A good investment for
dows with track, torsion spring, month. Phone
went, lots of built-ins
753-2377.
1979 Chevy four wheel drive ditioners, appliance _repairs.
4
M-F 150 Diesel tractor, $2500 11 hp automatic opener and 2
only 434,900. Phone
Bob's Refrigeration Service,
b and storage. Central
Call 489-2369.
Kopperud Realty 753Three 12 plowers. 7' wheel remote controls, like new. Call
Hazel- Kentucky. 498-8370
g
gas
heat,
spacious
"Trouble with our foreign relations
disc, cultivator, seed sower. 354-8244.
1222
for
full
30. Business Rental
time
real
1974 Chevrolet' pickup, V8 Murray Ky 753-7829, Robert
4
is w
home on large lot in
tobacco sticks, fence posts,
estate service.
have too many of them that are
automatic. $1050 1973 Pon- (Bobby) Lockhart.
short o
N
convenient
location.
tobacco setter, all in good con Wood for sale. Call 436-2758.
IT'S A
tiac Ventura. 6 cylinder
Mini
cash."
1n lati blown in by Sears,
I)
/
YOU'LL FEEL
damn Call 753-4951 or 489- Wood for sale. Phone 759HONEY FOR
a25
ut9o5matic, $895 Call 489- Insulation
0
Warehouse
save on these high heating and
2624
1260.
AT
34. Houses For Rent
HOME
THE MONEY
43. Real Estate
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753When you first walk
Storage Space
Large 4 bedroom, I
New Goodyear, Firestone, and Woodsman brand cast iron
sualmanseng
Three room farmhouse., 10 giantism's...an
Dump truck. 1966 GMC. good 2310 for free estimate.
\
k in'. There's a wbath,
well
B F G farm tires on farm tire stove for wood 24" length.
maintained
Ideal
commercial
miles,
east
of
condition.
Murray.
Call 753Call 474-2774
For Rent
KARATE CLASSES. Open daily older home with lots of % cozy atmosphere in
service. Vincent Tractor Com- Good as new. Used only 3
location near several
2480 after 5 pm.
1980 Datsun. long wheel base. Murray Karate Center. For apthis extra nice roomy,
753-4758
weeks. Has heat box attached
pany, 753-4892.
character. Must be
lake
resorts
is
this
37.
Livestock
-Supplies
topper.
automatic.
$6000..
Call pointment call 753-6317.,
modern
home.
on top. Near half new price at
seen inside to aplarge building on two
753-2813
Separate large panelFor sale: Guernsey milk cow
20. Sports Equipment $125. Call 489-2405.
preciate. Economical
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
acres of land. Owner
32. Apts. For Rent
ed den, big kitchen
very gentle, and 2 calves
1968 Dodge Dump truck also need stumps removed from
central gas heat, gas
retired and needing to
Brand new Raliegh bicycle, 5 26. TV-Radio
Apartments for rent, near $1000. Call after 6 pm, 437
plus built-ins, dinette,
0h
262ead of chickens Call 436- your yard or land cleared of
grill on patio, screened
move in. Lots of extras
months old, 3-speed. $75 Call For sale: Philco
4419.
12 baths, and central
black and downtown. Call 753-4109.
2262
stumps' We can remove
front porch, electric
767-4001
including
good
outwhite television, 23" screen, For
heat and air. % acre
stumps up to 24" below the
garage door opener,
rent: Attractive 2 becFroom Leather repair and custom
1967
Elcomino
buildings.
Let
body
tell
Alex
Call
436Spanish cabinet, like new. duplex,
lot only 211 mi. from
ground. leaving only sawdust
and located within
all appliances furnish- work. Chaps, belts, moccasins
. 2439 after 4.30.
22. Musical
you more about it! Of$175 or best offer. Phone 753- ed, near M.S.U.
town. Afordable at
and chips. Call for free
gun cases, billfolds. saddle753-5791.
walking
distance
753-1651
fice,
of
or
home,
52. Boats and Motors
Accomplished rhythm guitarist 9288.
$41,500
5.
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
bags. 753-9736.
downtown. Offered at
753-1575.
and singer seeking position in Used 19" color tv., also 25" Furnished one bedroom apartBeautiful Challenger bass boat. or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
$31,900.
Phone
the
Acment,
$150
38.
Pets-Supplies
per
month, 602
•
rock band Call after 6 pm, color t.v. Clayton's - I & B
Merc motor. with many ac- Lionsed Electrician
tion Number, 753-1222,
k 7 3-8080
Poplar. Heat and water furnish- Basic and
and gas in753-0712.
Advanced dog obe.
Music, Dixieland Center, Mur- ed.
cessories Trade for small truck stallation. --heating installation
Kopperud Realty, in
Call 753-0187. dience
classes.
Breed
ray.
or
car
handling.
or
owner
will finance. and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Antique white upright piano.
Murray.
44. Lots. For Sale
After 5 pm 753-4346.
Fair condition. Good sound Wanted: Responsible person to For rent: Duplex, 2 bedroom, tracking. aod protection. All
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
near
breeds
University,
and
Professional
quiet
ages.
residenFor sale: Lot on end road. 5 53. Services Offered
$85. 753-1203.
take up small monthly tial
and alterations. Also saddle
area, $195 per month. 753- instructor. 436-2858.
Vieth 125h at Sycamore
'miles east in Elm Grove SubConn Alto Saxophone, used one payments on color t.v. War- 8096.
Income property. Small apart- division. Has
and harness repair'. We make
Telephone 753-1651
city water 75340. Produce
year, good condition. Call after ranted. Clayton's, 153-7575
ment building, fully rented, exleather clothing, chaps, vests,
P.O. Bon 3111
For rent: 4 room apartment.
Keep
your
6 pm, 753-7706.
boat
safe and
cuomminfe cellent income. For sale by
Grove fresh, Texas Valley: Ruby
tack, belts. purses, billfolds.
27. Mobile Home Sales one bedroom, completely
fur- red grapefruits, 18 lb. bag,
'9
For7sa
9
Ci.le:clean
Lot,
west of Murray in
this winter •
owner. Low $20's. Call 753and many other gift items. Call
$5
Magnus beginner organ, ex- 1914 Atlantic 3 bedroom, 2 nished, no utilities
furnished, Early small. super sweet New listing 3 bedroom 2 full 8742.
subdivision. Septic tank
Economical dry dock
753-9736.
cellent condition. $100 firm. baths. $4000. Financing hide-a-bed couch- large
•
walk-in oranges, 18 lb. bag, $5. Jones baths, brick veneer home.
-driveway,
and
footer already
storage.
Can be seen at Hodge & Son or available at low rate. 753-0187 closet, tub and shower.
Need
work
on
your
trees?
ToppCall Produce, 305 South,,, 121h 1621 Keenland Drive Home
poured.
Call
753-7261 after 5
call 759-4024.
features blymptc swe pool,
+ag. pruning, shaping,- -corm after 5 pm.
753-8207.-- street.
S35,000! That's right! There
pm•
Eagle's
central
Nest
heat
and air, fireplace. is something for sale for
plete removal and more. Coll
New and used pianos and 1972 Atlantic, 12x60, 2 FIX rent: 2 bedroom duplex,
46. Homes For Saleburglar alarm system. For more S3S,000. It's located at
41. Public Sale
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for •
organs, largest selection in the bedroom, 1 bath, extra
Marina
large 1300 Peggy Ann, Murray. 492information
call Purdom &
professional tree care. 7531659 Ryon and includes 3
For sale by owner 3 bedroom
purchase area. Buy now and living room and kitchen, gas 8225.
A yard sale:104 South 13th,
Paris Landing,
Thurman Real Estate, 753- bedrooms, living room, kit.
8536,
brick home with outside
save up to $1000. We accept heat, extra nice for model.
several party!
Tennessee
features
Also
4451.
both.
Suzy
and
chen
Wells
Furnished one bedroom aparrt753-1585.
workshop on 4 acres, close to
lay-aways for Christmas. 753-9898 or 435-4349.
Applying for a lob? Stop first
(901)642-6192
• ment, Zimmrman Apts South For sale: Misses school clothes, Geneva Jones 753-6557.
storm windows and doors and
town. • Asking $55,000. Call
Clayton's
& B Music. Dixof Carter Studio for btack and
Has attached
insulation.
TVA
sizes
8
to
15.
Ladies,
sizes
16
1965
16th
Commadore Mobile
Street,'753-6609
753-1746.
ieland Center, Murray.
•
Nice
4
whites,
bedroom
home
resumes,
on
and•
carport plus outside storage
to 18. Mens jacket. 42, pants,
home, 10x46, 2 bedroom. all Riveria
passports.
Highway 641 North of Almo
and nice hedged back yard.
House for sale or trade for Concrete and block work. Block
23. Exterminating
electric, air-conditioner, par- bedrooms, Apartments. Two 34. See Friday from 4 to 6 or Heights, for sale,
distance
of
walking
Within
lease.
refrigerator,
or
rent
range, Saturday, noon to 4 pm. 2103
house in Murray. Two story garages. basements, driveways.
CARTER STUDIO •
tially furnished, excellent con- disposal,with option to buy. Has approv-' MSU. We'll help arrange
carpet. drapes, Coldwater Road or 753-4487.
home on 2 acres and or 5 acres walks, patios, steps, free
dition. $3000. Call 759-4740 washer-dryer
304 Main
too.
53 8298
financing
ed
Farmer's
Home
'Administrahookup, and
in southwest area. Call 753- estimates. Charles Barnett.
after 5 pm.
dishwasher.
443-3430, Garage sale. 2 party. Saturday tion loan which can be assum753-5476.
5233 after 6 pm.
Stop! For all your repair needs
SMITH
JOHN
the 18th, 8-3. Adult and ed by qualified buyer. Priced to
12x65 Extra nice trailer and Paducah, KY.
House for sale by owner: 3 Custom fiberglass work done.. roofing, carpentry, plumbing
children's clothing, Avon bot- sell $25.000! Call Spann Realty
lot. $13,500. Includes porch, Two
bedroom upstairs apart- tles, doo-dads. Oak
bedroom brick, 1',f acres with fenders, spoilers, body work. and electrical work, look no
Estates. Associates, 753-7724.
rotary antenna, outbuilding, ment. Private
entrance. Carpet Something for everyone.
stock barn, north of Kirksey. No job too small or large. Call more! Call 753-9226 Of 753central heat and air unit, and and built-ins. No
Priced slashed' Make an offer
children or
Reduced equity and assume 753-7681 or stop by 211 South 9623. We'll do your job large or
Kelley's Termite
underpinning. 759-1854.
small. All work done to your
pets. Lease and deposit re- Garage sale, Friday and Satur- on this under priced
16th, ask for David,
94% loan. 489-2798.
& Pest Control
satisfaction.
For sale: 1971 Wheeler trailer, quired. $170 per month. Call day, 513 South 8th. Ladies and home The family is anxious to
47.
Motorcycles
PAINTING
mens (large sizes), and boys move with husband to his new
Phone 753-3914
12x50, 2 bedroom. gas heat, 753-9208 after 4 pm.
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
753-7411 Interior & Extertor
clothing, coati. 13" bike, tricy- job location. This home is just
central air, $4500. Call 437N
Dirt bikes! YZ-80. MR-50. KDXmade and repaired. Reasonable
AROUND THE CLOCK
Tuxtra
Ceiling caulking
children's
design outside of city limits just 2
4540.
175. Owner will finance if
Two bedroom apartment. cle
fates
Free estimates Call 75'3-24 Miscellaneous
and winterizing. Quality
bedspread. beginners sheet miles, making for town convenecessary.
pin.
recently
After
5
753redecorated,
private
9736
14x70 Two year old energy
music. cameras, aluminum niences but no city taxes. The Local market for sale. Grocer 4346.
work, 15 years exBarn full of used lumber, saver. Three bedrooms,
area
neighborhood.
good
and
2
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
shutters. and much more.
house has a traffic pattern that store with contents, building Early
perience. Call Robert
cabinets, molding, etc..for sale. baths, central heat and
Christmas lay-away
air, 6" No children, no pets. Lease and
COATING 8 SEALING. Have
is
very
lot,
and
2
gas
pumps.
liveable.
Located
Insulated
Call after 6 pm, 753-1861.
deposit
up
required.
to
Scroggins,
$175
per
Garage sale. Friday and Satur436-2353.
walls, fully insulated. Call 753available now for Yamaha 3your home driveway or parking
specifications for miles north of Murray. Cal wheelers Tri-moto.
month. Available November day, Highway 1550 or South TVA
Town & 77-37Firewood, oak and hickory, 18" 9898 or 435-4349.
yoi
7.--71'n ing in lot sealed professionally before
economic
753-1861
753-1934
or
utility
bills.
Priced
in
Call
1st.
753-9208
after
4
pm.
16th
Extended, about 3 miles
Country Yamaha, 753-8078.
or 24". Also custom cut sizes. Trailer for sale, cheap!
stallation and repair all work winter. 153-8163.
• the $30's. Call 753-1492 CEN753489-2327.
Two bedroom duplex with cen- from Murray. Hugh Avon assort- TURY 21
4774.
Used 1977 Yamaha 1T-175, guaranteed. call 753-8950
Loretta
Jobs.
Will haul driveway white rock
Realtors
ment
furniture
clothes,- and
tral heat and air, outlets for
now for only $645. Town & Fence sales at Sears now. Call and Ag lime, also have any
and let us show you this home
Fireplace inserts, automatic 1976 Viking, 12x70, 2
type
washer and dryer. couples more.
Country Yamaha, 753-8078.
today.
two speed blowers, see through bedroom, 14 bath, dining
Sears. 753-2310 for tree .of brown or white pea gravel.
Purdom & Thurman
preferred. No pets. Call 753glass doors. $499.99. Wallin room, central heat and air.
Also
'estimate
43.
for
do
your
Real
Used
mini-bike
backhoe
needs
Estate
2
work. Call
Honda 50's:
insurance &
9741.
Hardware, Paris.
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
2 'toilet 50's for $225 and UP
753-9898 or 435-4349.
Real Estate
Three room unfurnished
ROOFING
753-6763.
'Town
&
Country
'Yamaha.
753
SouthsIde Court Square
Looking for a first
duplex, near town. Mature lady
8078.
Comm•rcial
sad
Wet basement' We make wet
Murray, Kentucky
house? let us show you
preferred, lease. No pets,
Residential, Shingle
basements dry, work complete.48. Auto. Services
753-4451
children. 753-1299.
this nice two bedroom
and bullt-.p roofs.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Four
tires.
garden
with
home
mounted
area
Jeep...
Two bedroom. furnished, 12
Roforoncos, all work
Morgan Construction Co..
wheels, size H78 plus 15. less
in back. $17,500 with
miles from Murray on Kentucky
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
guaranteed. 759451 2
than
500
miles.
Call
436-2181.
financing
available.
Lake, Call Mike O'Brien. 436LARGE
KY 42001. or call day or rwht
Lot for sale: 3 acre lot, large
Sr 759-1859.
0
6.
2879 or 762-2446.
FAMILY HOME
1-442-7026.
trees. near Southwest School New batteries. Ford and
•
• rill
Chevrolet. 36 month guarantee.
5 bedroom home in
753-5233 after 6 pm
753-9898
Two bedroom duplex on private
r'
$34.95 exchange New ConCanterbury Estates.
road, no pets. water furnished.
•
cord Grocery. 436-5353.
Over 3000 sq. ft. of livDeposit. Call 753-8848 before
Beautiful
spacious
RI Al lam AO
ing area in this roomy
Six cylinder Chevrolet engine
9 pm.
home at the waters
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
family home. Living
235. $135. Good shape Call
of Kentucky Lake.
Three room duplex furnished
S edge
room, large eat-in kitSTALRITE
753-1852.
It Is not only well built,
apartment, clost to town. 503 Do you own your own lot or lot
secluded, and restful
chen, den with
FOR SALE
For
Fast
Service
S
Olive. 753-1246.
49.
Used
Cars
•
and mobile home' If you do
but, es maintenance free
fireplace, 19'x17'
arid Installation
Conveniently located lovely two bedroom brick home
and your family income is
and can be divided into s 1969 Buick. Call 492-8710
game
room,
storage
on larga lot, located at the end of a quite dead end
within the following adjusted
34. Houses For Rent
two separate living
6
after
pm.
galore, and large conquarters. Enjoy the constreet. K-22 insulation in attic, new wiring, 200 Amp
For rent. Cabin for rent. Pine income limits. you may qualify
1974 Capri. 4--4 door. hardtop. all
crete backyard patio
vemence of your own
service, newly remodeled kitchen with new dishWe have well pump repair service and service
Bluff Shores. $100 per month. for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
equipment, approximately
for
those
summer
private
boat dock.
4 bedroom home Income
washer. Attached garage with work bench. Metal outand install So-Rite pumps.
Call 753-5791.
43.000
miles.
$59,500. Call today for
1970
Chevelle.
cookouts.
Offered
well
limits are. Two in family side storage building. Drive by 909 Pogue Ave. or call
an appointment to see
2-door, hardtop, power brakes.
below replacement
Four or five bedroom furnished $13,500; Three in family this gorgeous home
753-0387 for appointment. Offered at $34,500.
steering, and air. Clean, local
cost. Reduced to
house for four or five college $15,150: Four in family car. 753-3942
girls or boys Also small fur- $17.900. With today's inflation
$76,900.
Two bedroom home
nished apartment for 1 or 2 and interest rates up, wily not
HAPPY LIVING
1974 Cougar XR-7. $1500 or
with central heat and air
college girls. Call 753-5865 visit our office today and let us
In this sharp 3
with
walk
outk take over payments. Call 753days, 753-5108 after 5.30 pm. talk
basement,
located
bedroom home only 5
near \ 4083 after 6 pm.
terms
now .753Kentucky
Lake. On
As 4or4'rie.2•1 Tpetielti..1
minutes from Murray.
For rent. 3 bedroom house. 1492 CENTURY 21 Loretta
1977 Ford Pinto. airpaved
street,
large'
226 L. P. Miller St.
Central heat and air,
Stove, refrigerator furnished. Jobs. Realtors at 1200
conditioned.
automatic
wdloded
lot, outside
Sycamore
extra insulation, and
753-9240.
S transmission radio. orange.
Across Douglass Center
storage. $15,900.
maintenance - free
local car. -18.210 miles. exFor rent Large 3 _bedroom Does Price Count' You bet it
irmo - 4134-1E30
aluminum exterior
cellent condition. $2950. Call
MAN 1114440.8.• - 113,116
house. 2 baths. dining room. does! 2 bedroom brick on
An...Ikon - 7E14 T ES
trim just begin to
753-3720
large beam family room with beautiful acre lot surrounded
loaNe Sim - 713-1.0
,
t
describe the fine
Tor,Slommlir, MA44••-••
1976 Ford Van customized
fireplace, washer and dryer by mature trees. Bright, sunny
features this home of-°
Chateau. small motor. 351
hookup. built-in electric range. kitchen dining room, large livismni
Thank You For Your Patience.
ing room with wood burning
fers for an investment
Windsor, good condition
carport. 753-7276.
Murray-Callo
way
fireplace,, And
of
only
best of
$41;500. Just
$3100
753-1203
For rent 3 bedroom house in all _Priced in the $20's For
Comity It•alty
l
reduced. Contact Kop1978 Gremlin AMC good concountry 492-8225.
(502)753-3144
comfort and value. compare
FAMOUS
perud Realty, 753-1222, 0
dition one owner. Call 435Lain Rat Wal Paint
MM.
with
St.
12th
Three
anything
bedroom.
you
bath
2
may
with
have
for real service in real
4 Mures, Ky 42071 k 4468
washer and dryer. Call 527- seen offered be Century 21
Don't let the Bathroom make your house
estate.
1973 Honda Civic Excellent
Loretta
7222.
Realtors
Jobs,
753Midden
look "Behind The Times" Give it the
1
condition, great gas mileage
Three bedroom country home 1492
automatic 759-1933 after 4
for rent. Call 436-2262
We,
Offering
are
a
fine
home on Doran Rood
STROUTLAL TY, INC
mt• 1900 ••• ler• mg dry
with an opportunity to buy on a lease option
Three bedroom house, newly
16
Import
mport Auto Salvage Two 1979
mmo. b.,.
(Puede
type
financing.
of
This lovely hol has three
decorated. gas heat, air condiKeg.
FARMS HOMO
Datsun engines, 1400 series.
bedroom, living room. dining r om. large
tioned. washer and dryer
S12 99
BUSINESSES
one 1200 series One 1975 2
family room with a fireplace, foyer and a
hookup, carpeted, family only
ARE AND RECREATSONAI
TC Toyota, all low miles and
SOVe
large kitchen. Home has been insulated last
No pets References and
PROPERTY
more Call 474-2325
$4.00
deposit required $200 per
year
IV
A
to
Carpeting
mandards.
is
pracThe
Listings needed, Offkes
SATE STAR
1979 Mazda RI-7, red and
month. Phone 753-2835
tically
new.
Economical_
Priced
heat.
ungas
Coast
re
1020.9
Coen. Sayers ken
`........______
black custom paint, custom
ENDS
der 560.000.00. .
Everywhere. -Free- Cateieg
Two-bedroom duplex gond
,0 76 BO
wheels Call 753-7646 before 7
ack's
condition. nice yard. private
STROUT REM TY
am.
lee arm.Ilesam
drive, for 3 people or less
St.
75341143
"Quality That Will Please"
1112 OME•ARA
751-0186
Call 753-0101 1973 Mercury tapn. 85,000
$13S per month Call 489
IT
1111 Sycamore
*grin
So 9th
75.1.3:1.4
2595
or 753.7531 miles. 35 mpg, $675 4365875
18. Sewing Machines

43.

ttg

B.Farm

eCE-4

•

Paschall
Plumbing Repair

art

Authority is
position of
ions.
picked up at
lications are
5:00 p.m. in
its need not

e will not be
inty Transit

1DINATOR
)on Area
Or

Coor-

s, resourfor nine
as liaison
the Adlren, and
willing to
Education
in coor;. Salary
depending
)ducation.
ely. Send
md Start,
Y 42301,
'qua! Op-

11

Call 753-2768

HORNBUCKLE
BARBER SHOP

=ID
Spred Satin

WILL OPEN FRIDAY
OCT.24 8:30-1:30

FLI\CTORY •
* ntLE *
. „. our

SI

s.

Bl
Decorating Center
S

rAPV AVAILABLE

k

MARBLE

"Now Look"with
MARBLE

NMI WI,

JOHN C. NEUBAUER,
REALTOR

Thornton Tile
&Marble

•

•

_
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I Funerals
Funeral Services Set
For Mrs. Ankowski
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Sunday in the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home for Mrs. Stannie B.
Ankowski. 75, who died
Thursday at her home.
Mrs. Ankowski, 100 North
18th St., was born •Sept. 19,
1905, in Poland. She was the
daughter of the late Michael
Boronski and Eleonor Starmienslci Boronski.
A mass will be said at St.
Leo's Catholic Church at 11
a.m. Sunday with the Rev.
Martin Mattingly officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery. Friends may
call between 6 and 9 tonight at
the funeral home.
She is survived by her husband„edam; one daughter,
Mrs. Eleonor Dorothy Kodman, Murray; son-in-law, Dr.
Frank Kodman; one brother,
Eugene Boronski, Pennsylvania; and five grandchildren, Grant, Christine,
Linu.s, Frank and Heather
Kodmani

•

Murray Chapter Of
National Secretaries
Issues Invitation

—

The Merray Chapter ot National_ Secretaries, • Interns.tonal has issued an invitation
to all interested secretaries to
attend its Oct. 20 meeting. The
hostess for the meeting is
Diane Johnson and it is to be
held at the Murray-Calloway
County Library Annex
Building at 7 p.m.
--Dr.-LaVerne C. Ryan, assistant professor in the Department of Business and Education and Office Administration
at Murray State University,
will be discussing "English
Usage."She has been and continues to be very helpful in the
review classes which are held
at Murray State for the Certified Professional Secretary
CPS) examination, a
spokesman said.

Wayman Chapel AME
To Have Revival
•

The Wayman Chapel AME
Church, 201 Mulberry. will
have a "Holy Ghost" revival
Oct. 20 through Oct. 24.
The Rev. E. Alberta Pearson of Asbury Chapel AME
Church in Louisville will be
the evangelist for the program
which will begin each night at
7. The Rev. Elliotte A. Joyner
is the pastor.
.- The commuruty is invited to
attend. _Refreshments will be
served each night following
the service.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger & Time) by
:530 p,m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 PAK
and 6 p.m., Monday hr069K Friday, '
0
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m, Salerdays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or•
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delive•y .
The regular business office
hours of The Murray ledger & limasore I a.m. Is 5 p.m.. Monday
through Friday and a a in. to now.Saturdays

percent of the coal mined in
By NANCY SHULINS
the state if all pipelines now
Associated Press Welter
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — under consideration are acBefore Kentucky coal can tually built, he said.
But William Cox, a former
solve the nation's energy problems, the state needs to turn federal highway adits attention to solving its own ministrator, told the coal
transportation problems,says operators that the various
of
the
fanner
Transportation segments
transportation industry can no
Secretary Calvin Grayson.
Grayson, now vice president longer afford to compete. Inof a Lexington consulting stead, he said, railroads,
firm, told a group of coal in- barge companies, pipeline
dustry officials in Owensboro proponents and others must
on Friday that transportation work together to ensure a
systems in Kentucky and transportation network that
across the nation "need to be can accommodate the anticipated demand for coal.
shaken up."
David Turley, a spokesman
"If energy is the backbone
of the country, then for Continental Resoueces Co.,
transportation is the glue that which wants to build a coal
holds the backbone together," pipeline network with a
he said. "We'll never find the capacity of 50 million tons a
solution without also consider- year,agreed.
ing our transportation probleins."
Grayson was one of five
federal, state and private
transportation officials who
By KIM N.PRICE
addressed a conference on
Associated Press Writer
coal sponsored by the West
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
Kentucky Coal Operators
— Audrey Marie Hilley —
Association.
The three-day conference charged with using arsenic to
addressed a host of problems poison her daughter, Who livfacing the coal industry not ed, and suspected of doing the
the least of which, Grayson same to several other
said, is . inadequate relatives, who didn't — has
been missing without a trace
transportation.
"The symptoms reflect a almost one year.
The 19-state search for the
sick transportation system,"
said Grayson, who cited woman is complicated by inbankrupt railroads, bot- vestigators' growing suspicion
tlenecks in waterways and in- that the Audrey Marie Hilley
who disappeared from a Birmadequate port facilities.
Coal trucks also are taking a ingham motel last November
toll on Kentucky highways, may be quite a different perwhich will continue to son today.
The only thing—Mi•a. Haley
deteriorate unless additional
funds are made available, he „left behind 'at the motel was a
note. Investigators won't
said.
While the synthetic fuels in- release its contents, but say
dustry ultimately could pro- the scribbled message makes
vide new markets for western them believe Mrs. Hilley is livKentucky's high sulfur coal ing a life where she "changes
and a new source of fuel for an her personality to fit her surenergy hungry nation. roundings."
Grayson said, officials will . "She can be kind, laughing,
have to determine workable considerate and then brutal
plans for moving the coal from and hateful," said the FBI
agent who is coordinating the
the mines to the plants.
"We also have to determine coast-to-coast search for Mrs.
how we're going to move the Hilley.
"We believe she is living in a
energy when it comes out (of
the plant)," he said. "If we world with make-believe
don't, we're only looking at friends and enemies. ... When
she reads this, if it's the real
half a loaf.''
Barges will continue to play Marie Hilley, she will proa key role in the shipment of bably change her personality
coal and coal slurry pipelines when she realizes what she is
could transport as much as 10 accused of doing."

Mount St. Helens Shoots
Plume Of Ash,Steam
By KEVIN McCULLEN
Associated Press Writer
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP)
— Restless Mount St. Helens
shot a massive plume of ash
and steam nine miles high in
its third eruption in 24 hours,
and scientists said the volcano
could explode again soon.
Heralded by 20 minutes of

First Baptist Church
To Have Homecoming
The First Baptist Church
will have a Homecoming
Celebration Sunday with dinner on the grounds, at noon.
Dr. Bill Whittaker will speak
at the morning service at 10:45
a.m, and the evening service
at 7 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Wright
will sing a duet at the evening
service.
Wayne Halley will lead the
music with Mrs. Joan Bowker
as organist and Mrs. Vicki
Sorrow aspianist.

„AIL
•

harmonic tremors — subterranean shivers that mean
molten rock is moving
beneath the mountain — the
eruption began at 9:12 p.m.
'DT Friday and sent ash and
steam 45,000 feet high. Two
hours later the volcano was
still puffing steam.
The blast may have been the
strongest since May 18, when
the top of the peak was blown
to bits, killing 34 people and
leaving 28 missing and
presumed dead, scientists
said.
"We could see it outlined by
the moon," said Don Platt,
coowner of the Lone Fir
Resort in Cougar, a few miles
south of the peak. "It didn't
look too big. It floated over the
top of us."
No injuries or deaths were
reported in the latest trio of
blasts, Thursday night, Friday morning and Friday
night, and apparently no one
was in the "red zone" surrounding the mountain, officials
said.
Light ash was drifting
eastsoutheast, and the National Weather Service issued
a fallout warning for the Hood
River, Ore., area to the
southeast. But the volcano appeared to have given off less
ash in the trio of blasts than in
previous eruptions.

Janelle Clinkenbeard
To Be Guest Speaker

'78 Honda CVCC
4 Door Wagon
5 speed transmission, luggage rack, local
car. Approx. 33,000 miles.

1100A

PARATORE BROTHERS CONCERT — The Paha tore Brothers, duo-pianists, will present
a Murray Civic Music Association concert at 8:15 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 20, in Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State University. Persons registered for the Kentucky Music
Teachers Assoctaiton convention on the campus, as well as visiting high school
students and other participants, may attend, along with Murray Civic Music
Association season ticket holders. Anthony and Joseph Paratore made their
professional debit with Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops. In 1974, thy won first
prize at the Munich International Competition, the first American duo-pianists to be so
honored. During the 1979-80 season, the Boston-born brothers had tours in North
America and Europe, playing in recital and with orchestras on both sides of the Atlantic. Each is a highly skilled, Julliard-trained musician, and each has developed the ability
to anticipate and match the other's touch and phrasing to perfection.

Woman Prompts Massive Search
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Use Of Tampons Ups
Risk Of Toxic Shock

State Needs To Turn
Attention To Solving
Transportation Problems

Janelle Clinkenbeard will be
the guest speaker at the First
Christian Church at the 10:45
a.m. service Sunday.
A vesper service program
$4,295.00
will beat the church library at
545 p.m. Sunday with Dr.
•
Julie Lovins presenting the
e
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine
program. The service is sponGM Phrts •
li.
sored .by the Christian Corn051 QUALR'f
SAWICZ MPS
753-2617
• .•
• munity Service Committee.
441 S•urth
antreal. morals mars
. Youth groups will meet at
mod,: the church at 5 p.m. Sunday to
4 "Trick or Treat" for UNICEF.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

in

ataa...41P
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The 47-year-old Anniston
woman — charged with
unlawful flight to avoid prosecution for murder and attempted poisoning — is being
hunted coast-to-coast by the
FBI and 28 other federal divisions.
The FBI warrant against
Mrs. e Haley stems from a
Calhoun County indictment of
Oct. 25, 1979, charging her
with trying to poison her 20year-old daughter, Carol
Marie Hilley, with arsenic.
On,, Nov. 16, Mrs. Hilley
disappeared from the suburban motel where she was living while awaiting trial, freq._
on $14,000 bond. On Jan. 11, a
Calhoun County grand jury indicted her On murder charges
for the 1975 arsenic poisoning
of her husband, Frank. She
has also been indicted for
check fraud.
The FBI agent, who asked
not to be identified, has followed several hundred leads since
the search began in January,
all in vain.
"It's not likely I'll arrest
Marie Hilley. An agent in
another state will most likely
arrest her," he said. "But if
the real Marie Hilley reads
this she will likely change her
personality or relocate or get
careless and hopefully we'll
find her."
The agent said that interviews with Mrs. Hilley's
friends and relatives, whom
she hasn't contacted since
disappearing, have led him to
believe she may be exhibiting
separate personalities.
He said she has used many
aliases, among them Mandy
Hilley,- •Julie Hilley, M.F.
Hilley and Margaret Key, the
real name of her aunt.
It was about a year ago that
Carol Hilley almost died in an
Alabama hospital. Her illness
went undiagnosed for months
until doctors discovered
higher than usual amounts of
arsenic in her blood.
The diagnosis led forensic
experts to exhume the bodies
of Frank Riney, who died in
1975, and Mrs. Hilley's
mother, Lucille Frazier, who

Flu Vaccine Is
Available At
Health Department.
Flu vaccine will be
available at the Calloway
County Health Department,
on Wednesday, Oct. 22 from
8:30 a.m. to noon.
Each year, the flu vaccine is
made to protect against the
most predominant strains of
flu virus expected that season.
The formulation for 1980-81 flu
vaccine, contains antigens
from each of the following
three viruses: A/Brazi1/78,
A / B a .
n gk ok /79,
B/Singa pore/79.
Flu vaccine is rectimmended for persons age 65 and over,
and younger people who have
the following conditions; heart
disease, respiratory disease,
chronic kidney disease,
diabetes, severe anemia, and
compromised immune
system.
Check with your doctor
before taking vaccine if you:
I. have fever or feel sick
-2. have received another
vaccine within 14 days
3. have severe allergy to
eggs
4. have a disease of the ner•
•
vous system
5. are pregnant
Cali the Callaway County
Health Department, at 7533381, ter more information.

died in 1977.
Death certificates,indicated
both died of cancer, but
pathologists found enough
arsenic in Hilley's remains to
investigate. Arsenic was also
found in Mrs. Frazier's body
but in amounts below the toxic
range. Officials then ordered
autopsies on other relatives..
Carrie Hilley, the fugitive's
mother-in-law, was ill for
several weeks before dying
last November. Her autopsy
report has not been released,
but investigators have given
evidence about her death and
that of Mrs. Frazier to a
Calhoun, County.grand jury.
No indictments have been
returned from that investiga,
tion.
The tests were made only on
relatives who had died since
Carol .Hilley's birth.
Psychiatrists think the birth
may have touched off Mrs.
Hilley's behavior.
Wed at age 18, she was having marital troubles when
Carol, her second child, was
born. Psychiatrists and investigators alike believe she
resented her daughter's birth,
and that her resentment
began surfacing long before
they had evidence of arsenic
poisonings.
As examples, the FBI agent
noted two arson fires at the
Hilley house, one when Frank
Hilley was still alive, the second when Carol and her
grandmother were in the
house alone.
Urine tests to detect any
arsenic were also ordered for
people known to have visited
the Hilley residence,including
police who investigated the
fires.
"One time some investigators went to that house
and afterwards they became
sick," the agent said. "It's

possible they had been given
some type of poison.
"There was a family that
lived next to her for years," he
added. "The children were`
sick all the time, but doctors
could never find out why. ...
This family eventually moves
and the kids get well in no time
at all."
Investigators say they've
determined the victims were
given small doses of arsenic
over an extended period.
"It eventually breaks down
your nervous system, you
loose control of your senses
and you become unable to control your body movements,"
the-- agent said, describing
Carol Hilley's ordeal.
On the day Mrs. Hilley
disappeared, Mrs. Key
reported her car missing. It
was found at a Marietta, Ga.,
bus depot, but the FBI hasn't
yet determined whether the
fugitive boarded a bus there.
The FBI agent said Mrs.
Hilley is likely working in "a
respectable job. She will be in
secretarial work — she is a
perfectionist and wouldn't
take a job that low-rates her."
"She'll be living a good
life," he added."She will be in
a beauty shop at least twice a
week.She always dressed nice
and her appearance was pleasant always."
Mrs. Hilley is 5-foot-1 and
weighs 110 pounds. Her eyes
are green, her hair brown. Her
only identifying mark is a scar
on a knuckle.
The FBI's search has been
conducted in Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana,
Georgia, Florida, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, Maryland,
New York, Connecticut,
Nebraska, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Utah
and Washington.

Network News Bosses
Insist They Aren't
Making Campaign News
By BILL STRONG
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (API — Television
news has become a part of the
American political process,
but network news bosses insist
they aren't creating campaign
news,they're just covering it.
"We've been trying tegive
substance to what's been a
vapid campaign," said Burton
Benjamin, vice president and
director of news for CBS.
The TV news executives
also predict the candidate of
the future will bypass traditional politicking and build
support through the media,
Television news has become
part of the American political
system simply because it's the
best way for voters to see and
hear the candidates, said
ABC-TV News President
Roone Arledge.
"Like it or not, TV has
become part of the political
system," Arledge told a television industry group Friday.
But Arledge and llterounterparts at CBS and NBC agreed
that although TV network
news may be part of Campaign '80, its role is passive —
restricted ,to reporting the
views of the candidates,
The news executives, speaking at a luncheon•meeting of
The Boston-New England
Chapter of the National
Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, also said it's not
television's fault the elec-

torate is cynical and that
stories on the issues have
taken a back seat to reports on
campaign strategy.
"People are cynical about
-the candidates because of the
candidates," said Arledge.
The networks "can't make
the candidates discuss
something they don't want to
discuss," Benjamin said.
President Carter has cornplained several times about
network coverage of the campaign, saying the networks
are not covering what he calls
"the real issues." He contends
the networks have covered
more of the campaign's style
than its substance.
• Arledge, Benjamin and NBC
News ...President William
Small also took issue with the
claim made by the White
House, among others, that TV
"created" independent candidate John Anderson by giving the Illinois congressman
more than his fair share of
coverage.
"Our job is to report what's
important," Small said.
"Anyone who says Anderson)
is not important is kidding
themselves."
"For us not to.cover him
would have been a dereliction)
of duty," Benjamin said.
All three network news executivei said flibt would provide live coverage of the upcoming one-on-one ,debate
between President Carter and
Ronald Reagan.

ATLANTA (API — A new
study of toxic shock syndrome
in Utah confirmed findings
that use of tampons — particularly the Rely brand — increases the risk of contracting
the rare disease, the national
Centers for Disease Control
reported Friday.
The CDC said the Utah
study was conducted independently of other toxic
shock research.
All 29 of the toxic shock patients studied in Utah used
tampons, and 15 of them used
the Rely brand exclusively,
the CDC said in its Morbidity
and Mortality Weekly Report.
In contrast, 14 women in a
"control" group of 91 ether
Utah women used the Rely
brand exclusively,
Fifty-two cases of toxic
shock syndrome have been
reported to Utah state health
officials since February, the
report said.
The CDC reported last summer that its own study of toxic
shock patients showed a link
between tampon use and toxic
shock syndrome. Last month,
the CDC and the Food and
Drug Administration said further studies had shown women
using the Rely brand increased their risk of contracting the
disease.
Rely tampons were later
withdrawn from the market
by their manufacturer, Procter & Gamble. Health officials have said women who.
wish to diminish their risk of

toxic shock syndrome should
diicontintie tampon use or use
them only intermittently.
Friday's report said the control group used in the CDC
study was made up of friends
of toxic shock patients, and
this may "have introduced a
bias concerning products used." The Utah study was important because it confirmed
the earlier findings even
though its control group was
chosen differently, the CDC
said.
Toxic shock syndrome occurs mostly in women 30 years
old and younger, especially
during or just after
menstruation.
It
is
characterized by high fever,
vomiting, diarrhea, a rapid
drop in blood pressure often
resulting in shock, and a sunburnlike rash.

•, •

Gas Co. Customers
Share In Refund
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Some 135,000 customers of
Western Kentucky Gas Co.
will share in a refund of about
$42,950 authorized by the state
Energy Regulatory Commission.
The action follows a refund
given the company by one of
its suppliers, the Tennessee
Gas Pipeline Co.
Western Kentucky Gas
plans to make the refund over
a fourmonth period beginning
Nov. 1, according to a release
from the ERC.

Businessman's Corner
LET'S TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING

This series of columns is prepared by the advertising
staff of The Murray Ledger and Times. Left to right are
Keith Branson, Sales, Rick Orr, Advertising Manager,
and Gail Thalman, sales, Contact any one of them at
753-1919 for assistance with your advertising program.
WHICH IS BEST,DISPLAY OR CLASSIFIED?
Generally speaking classified advertising is looked on
as the best means of advertising and ultimately selling used items that accumulate around the home and have no
further use, but could be of value to another private party.
This form of classified, plus the help wanted columns,
make up a large portion of all classified advertising over
the country. However, classified advertising of new merchandise has a very distinct advantage to the
businessman.
Example
The reader sees your display advertisement, but for some reason does not clip it to remind him to
take action. When he reaches the classified section he sees
your classified ad which states, "See our display ad on
page 9." He is immediately reminded to turn back to page
9 and clip the display ad. Of course, this type of classified
would work the same on anyone who has missed seeing
your display ad.
4.,
Example 42: Commercial classifieds usually contain‘
more detailed copy and therefore can be used for additional sales messages to enhance display ads appearing in
the same edition. In brief, the display ad, in some cases,
may almost sell the reader on coming in, and when he gets
to your classified it serves to add the final touch necessary
to convince him.
Example #3: There are some people with limited
reading habits. Some read only the display ads, while
others read only the classifieds. If you use both display
and classified you reach both cateogries.
Certain products and services surely attract far more
reader attention in display advertising, due to the necessity for illustrations or pictures to properly present them,
while others can be described as well by an all-wording
classified ad. Fortunately, however,almost every product
or service lends itself to both forms of newspaper advertising.
When a business needs display advertising, as most
surely do, it cannot ever be replaced entirely by
olassifieds. To attempt to substitute in this manner has
been proved to be a very serious unwise move for
businessmen. But, obviously the two forms can work of-.
fectively together and each can make the other far more
resultful.
•
So, to say which is best, display or classified, requires a
multi-faceted answer, which would create the conclusion
that both have their purpose in almost every business
advertising budget. If yours is a business that has never
used both forms of advertising it would be to your advantage to test this method of reaching more prospective
customers. But, as with all "tests" in advertising, be sure
to run your ads for a sufficient length of time to give you a
_
fair and complete result evaluation. • e
NEXT INSTITUTIONAL NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING— INVESTMENT IN
YOUR FUTURE

BEST COPY AVAII

